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Council takes brag I u m  e - ; , " -  : .... ALL ABOUT 
Terrace council moved problems inthearea nd is The second statement P EOP L E 
asks that "persons 
responsible for supplying 
and supporting such costly 
errors hould be relieved of 
their duties." 
After some debate on the 
wording of the motion, 
council finally passed an 
amended form, which also 
requested that the in- 
specter of municipalities 
review the situation before 
any legal action is taken. 
Cooper says that will take 
several month~ 
responsible for the flooding 
of part of Eide's property. 
Alderman Bob Cooper 
pointed out two statements 
in the letter which he says 
could possibly be slan- 
derous and libellous. The 
first accused puhlic works 
personnel of carrying out 
"sloppy studies" on the 
drainage problem, which 
they conclude will result in 
Terrace taxpayers paying 
for a costly net" drainage 
system for one apartment 
site. 
Monday to seek legal 
opinion on taking action 
against Kolbjorn Eide, 
Walt Mclntyre, Royce 
Condie, ahd Les Hayes for 
what they say may be 
poss ib le  s landerous  
statements. 
The four Terrace 
residents had sent a letter 
to council members con- 
cerning storm drainage on 
Sparks and Gair, the site of 
a new apartment complex. 
They claim the building 
has created drainage 
Beat Inflation. 
S.K.B. Auto Salvage Ltd. 
JOEY-OF-ALL-TRADES ROLF HARRIS ISHERE NEXT MONTH 
The Calypso kangaroo 
bounds next month 
act at the Blue Angel it 
notched up o/to more 
immense triumph for 
Rolf. 
This was followed by 
Roll Harris, singer, He will he at the R.E.M. 
songwriter, musician, Lee Theatre on 
recording artist, Tuesday, Feb. 3, and 
television personality, Wednesday, Feb. 4, at 8 
painter and cartoonist p.m. each evening. 
--  is a very funny man. 
offers a complete line of 
guaranteed used car & truck parts 
including Japanese imports. At 
generally half the new price. 
REMEMBER, whether it's 1981 or 
1951 you are driving on used parts. 
We also offer free parts locating service 
for those hard to find parts. 
At age 77, renowned 
art historian Kenneth 
Clark admits his 
fascination has turned 
to photographs of 
women. 
"l love cover girls. I 
see more and more 
beautiful ones. l tear 
them off and keep them 
tucked under my bed." 
Clark, the author of 
Feminine Beauty, 
thinks Swedish-born ac. 
tress Greta Garlm is the 
most beautiful woman 
ever, but adds, "She's 
not very interesting, you 
know. Very quiet." 
Clark, known as the 
host of the popular BBC 
series Civilization, 
describes feminine 
beauty as "harmony of 
the whole ... combined, 
of course, with an inner 
life. Feminine beauty 
without la vie intedeure 
is of no interest." 
Two Texas  
businessmen shelled out 
$14,O00 over the 
weekend for a slice of 
Hollywued 
memorabilia. Now all 
they have to do is find a 
way to split it up. 
The eyepatch worn by" 
the late John Wa3~e in 
the movie True Grit 
fetched the top price at 
the charity auction to 
raise funds for the City 
of Hope Medical Centre 
in Los Angeles. 
Miss Piggy's lavender 
evening love sold for a 
thrifty $2S0 and former 
U.S. president Ger.ald 
Ford's 24-karat gold- 
plated putter was $475. 
A sword used by 
Richard Burton in 
Camelot was bought for 
$750. 
Larry Holmes may be 
world boxing champion, 
but buying was bullish 
for Muhammad Ali's 
autographed gloves. 
Ali's went for $2,500, and 
Holmes's pulled in a 
mere $750. 
is Canadian pianist 
Andre Laplante really 
composer. Franz Liszt 
incarnate? 
A Chicago music 
critic says the 
R imousk i ,  Que., 
recitalist, "with his 
backswept hair and 
, ascetic features ... 
bears a resemblance (to 
Liszt) that is positively 
spooky." 
The  Ch icago  
.Tribune's John Van 
Rhein hailed the 30. 
yearold Laplante for 
"an impress ive  
showing" in a recital at. 
Orchestra Hall last 
week, which the music 
critic says confirmed 
his high rating as silver 
medallist at the 1978 
Tchaikovsky com. 
petition in Moscow. 
Philip Caprio didn't 
thick his 80th wedding 
anniversary was worth 
the fuss, but he and wife 
Bafaela sat at the head 
table at a Newark, N.J., 
restaurant as 330 
friends and relatives 
celebrated for him. 
The Caprins -- Philip, 
97, and Rafaela, 95 -- 
are believed to be the 
longest-married couple 
still living. The Guin. 
hess Book of World 
Records says a Ban. 
hay, India, couple were 
married for 86 years 
and a London couple 
were united for 82 years, 
I~t both couples now 
are dead. 
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original tune with about humanitarian driving. He pleaded guilty to Daniel Harris. He 
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pened? Nothing at all, Korea in 1950 to help and was Freed $750. failing to provide a breath 
that's what! I flogged it war orphans. There were four other • sample and another $150 
around London but no The several books he charges in court last week fine for driving while 
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School board 
meet off 
Flannel Cotton & 
s12.0 0 Polyester s4 .00  
SAVE 25% Reg. 5.99-7.99 
All All 
Notions Fabrics 
I'll O I  off off 
l u - lo  150/0 
Singer 
Flannelette Sewm.g 
R, .  $3.,9 *2.49 15%ifrli e 
Plus many more in-store specials 
Terrace Sewing Centre 
fi 
i 
returned to Perth to 
produce and star in a 
children's TV series. "I 
painted the scenery, 
wrote the material, 
appeared in and 
produced the five daily 
half.hour shows myself 
-- and starred in my 
own Monday late night 
half.hour, every week 
for a year," says 
Harris. He went from 
frustration in Britain to 
exhaustion in Australia. 
me~od of teaching 
music which he devised 
himself; "Rolf Goes 
Bush", an account of his 
walkabout in the little- 
explored aboriginal 
reserve in Australia's 
Northern Territory; 
"The Boll Harris 
Picture Book of Cats", 
and "Looking at Pic- 
tures with Rolf Harris", 
his guide to, and 
comnlents on, some of 
the world's classic 
School District 88 Board 
Meeting set for tonight in 
the Terrace board room at 
8 p.m. has been cancelled 
because, due to illness, 
there is a lack of quorum. 
The meeting will be held 
Jan. 2O at 8 p.m. in the 
In court Tuesday, 
Michael Wagner pleaded 
guilty to failing to comply 
with his probation order 
and was fined $I00. 
Judge Collins fined 
Hilary Benson $100 for 
violating the Narcotics 
Control Act. 
fines were handed 
down to Joseph 
bfalinowski, Alan Findlay, 
Bradley Scott, Robert 
Nienser and Steve Schultz 
Lakelse SINGER® 635-5315 4-4717 O , @ 
I~10~0~ O~O~O~O~O~Oi~l  
i i  
for violating the Liquor 
"Tie Me Kangaroo paintings, board room. Control Act. 
Down, Sport" caught on 
during that year. It 
waseXtentdiscCa"ht on to such ani t atreleased,__,,.,,...w,t,,.,.. Rec Centre hit again 
i immense success in -  
Gr.t Britain, Cana~ ;~e D~t_  o " ' "  f i l~rr~: gT~ :~ nR8~ r ; :~  ~ nt~;: He asked council to 
He decided to try possibility of- restricting at all hours of the evening of operations in an attempt 
Vancouver, where he the operating hours of the became the business hours to control the situation. 
was greeted on his Ter race  Recreat ion  are not restricted. The RCMP have 
arrival by a group of 
children singing fiis hit Centre. At Monday night's suggesteda 10p.m. closing 
f i  song. The immediate The Committee of meeting Terrace Hotel time. 
result was that he was F inance ,  Genera l  manager Fred Wagner, In discuasing the matter, 
snapped up to appear at G o v c r n m e n t a n d repeated those same the eommittce debated the 
Vancouver's Arctic P ro tec t ive  Serv ices  concerns to members, pros and cons of having une 
O Club for a 31-week recommended that the adding that the youths area for the youths and 
season that was municipality be authorized were causing additional young adults to 
followed by an audition 
at New York's Blue 
Angel. 
"There was no 
audience -- just the 
bosses. And me, out 
there all alone on the 
floor. I finished the act 
and, by mutual consent, 
~e aH left by separate 
exists," says Harris. 
When he later did the 
to obtain a legal opinion 
concerning the manner in 
which the district could 
regulate the business 
operating hours under the 
Municipal Act. 
At an  earlier council 
meeting, the RCMP had 
pointed out the policing 
problems encountered due 
to youths and young adults 
problems to his hotel. 
In a letter addressed to 
council he stated that there 
is a constant traffic of 
young people through the 
hotel to use the public 
wishroorns. Several ino 
stances of damage have 
been reported and Wagner 
wants action before airy 
major destruction occurs. 
congregate, rather than 
having them dispersed in 
numerous locations around 
town. 
In addition to checking 
into the possibility of 
regu la t ing  Ter race  
Recreation Centre's hours, 
the committee will also 
arrange to meet with the 
owner of the centre and the 
REMP. 
A grim message on inflation 
MONTREAL (CP) -- 
Governments can't do 
anything about the 
reeessiou. Business can't 
do anything about the 
recession. Neither can you. 
That is the grim message 
from John Weldon, head of 
MeGi l l  Univers i ty ' s  
economics department. 
And if that isn't enough to 
depress you, Weldon says 
you can forget about the 
cotmtry climbing out of the 
economic quagmire this 
year. 
Weldon, who served for 
more than two years as 
secretary of planning and 
priorities fer the cabinet of 
Ed Sehreyer's New 
Democrat i c  Par ty  
government in Manitoba, 
says the experience gave 
him "considerable sym- 
pathy" for government 
administrators who are ex* 
paoted to deal with a 
faltering economy. 
Economists can't agree 
among themselves when 
the recession began -- or 
even what defines it. 
Gazing out the window of 
his tiny, paper-stuffed 
office overlooking McGiU's 
quadrangle, Weldon says 
Canada has been in an 
economic recession since 
such a short space of 
time." 
The energy crisis was 
compounded by continued, 
unprecedented levels of 
inflation and high unem. 
ployment. 
"In this setting, tl~e 
whole episode has some 
I~ne to go," said Weldon. 
"Throughout it, I have 
never seen anything but a 
receding horizon." 
We idon  s lud i 'ed  
economics at McGill after 
the Second World War, 
remained as a" profes~r 
and gained a reputation as 
one of Canada's leading 
liberal economic theorists. 
Among his published works 
is one on inflation and its 
effects on Canada. 
Despite other predictions 
of an economic upturn in 
1981, be does not believe 
that the recession will end 
within thenext hree years. 
Weldon said he once 
considered OPEC a cause 
of the recession 10ut "now I 
would say OPEC was to a 
considerable extent merely 
a manifestation of a thing 
that was already going to 
happen." 
What will end the 
recession? 
"You have to imagine a 
1973-74, 
Organization of Petroleum 
Exporting Countries sent 
oil prices spiralling. 
"It was a classic shock to 
the economic system --  the 
realization that energy 
prices were increasing at a 
rapid rate and were almost 
certain to continue to in. 
crease at a rapid rate," he 
said. 
"And further, there were 
pressure~ on fond prices, 
not as traumatic but 
perhaps even more con- 
"sequential over the long 
term. 
"What was so traumatic 
was that the realization of 
i~ dimensions came in 
when the. , world sometime down the 
road in which the relative 
prices of products of the 
land -- energy and food --  
have to be raised very 
considerably in relation to 
the prices of other 
products." 
And until food and 
petroleum prices have 
leapfrogged over other 
products and services to 
reach a realistic level of 
p redominance ,  the 
professor predicts that the 
economic malaise will 
continue. 
Some adjustment has 
been made "but it is by no 
means completely ac- 
compllshed." 
"People are talking in 
terms of a decade to make 
adjustment. The Canadian 
industrial plan is a 10-year 
plan." 
A lingering recesssion 
brings its own problems, 
Weldon says. 
"You build i~ pesabmism 
about the rate of returns 
you v-ill get on effort, 
whether that effoct is in 
terms of labor or in capital. 
"And you also get a 
feeling of uncertainty 
about hese returns, which 
is not some sort of i~Y- 
chological folly. It is 
perfectly real. You cannot 
see ahead -- and if you 
cannot see ahead you do 
not act." 
The result is that a 
recession breeds its own 
paralysis. 
The Canadian economy 
takes its lead from con- 
ditions in the United States 
and Weldon sees nothing 
south of the border that 
presages relief --  not even 
the election of fiscally 
conservative Ronafd 
Reagan. 
"My own guess is that 
the political actors will not 
change the scope of the 
problem much. Reaganite 
policies and their net effect 
will prove to be only deci- 
mal points away from 
Carterite policies. 
"The tax cuts, for 
, example, won't happen." 
Nor do Canadian 
politicians have the leeway ' 
to intervene sufficiently to  
end the recession, he said. 
• Voters wouldn't stand for 
the drastic measures re- 
quired. 
The most serious in- 
tervention in the economy 
to date, outside of the 
federal government'S new 
energy policy, was wage 
and price controls. Weldon 
said --.and they were a 
large factor in getting the 
Liberals turfed out of 
power; 
" I t  (the Anti-Inflation 
13~,-d) was about the outer 
limitsofwhat they can do." 
The  Trudeau govern- 
ment's energy policy '*will 
have some effect on energy 
but won't much change the 
scope of the recession.... It 
isn't on a scale to change 
the inflation rate or 
unemployment - -  not 
significantly anyway." 
While Weldm suggests 
the recession is inevitable 
and outside our control, he 
halksat he idea that it is a 
healthy kind of reordering 
of the economy -- "aside 
from whatever Buddha- 
like satisfaction it might 
give one to contemplate 
hardship with tran- 
quillity." 
Groups protest 
whale export 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Fore'teen environmental 
protest groups in the 
" United Staten are trying to 
make one of the killer 
whales lounging in a 
holding tank at Vancouver 
Aquarium a whale without 
a country. 
Operating under the 
name MONITOR, the 14 
have applied to the U.S. 
national marine fisheries 
service to bar impertation 
d the smnUest of the four 
whales currently in Van- 
couver to Marineworld 
NHCa USA in Redwood, 
Calif. 
Marlneworld must 
receive a permit before it 
can impert he whale. 
Four female killer 
whales were ,shipped to 
Vancouver f om Iceland in 
~ Decembor. Two will stay at 
the Vancouver Aquarium, 
and two are scheduled to be 
shipped to other 
aquariums. The two 
staying here replace 
Skana,the veteran per- 
former which died last 
October. 
"What you have now is 
the spectre of a whale 
without a country, said 
Patrick Moore, Canadian 
director of Greenpeace 
International. "It looks like 
they may have an extra 
whale on their hands." 
The group claims in its 
petition that Marineland 
has an "appalling record in 
the keeping of marine 
mammals." 
"The list of mortalities at 
this facility since mid-1978 
is extensive - -  13 resident 
animals and two beached 
mammals. Many of these 
deaths were due to in- 
adequate conditions.'" 
Stefani Hewlett, a 
biologist with the Van- 
couver Aquarium said the 
small whale and one other 
which Is scheduled for 
shipment to Japan, are 
having their "room and 
board" paid fa" by whale 
broker Brian Hunt frc~ the 
lntefnat lonal  Animal 
Exchange. The money is 
helping to defray the 
$500,000 cost of the two 
whales the aquarium will 
keep. 
DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
NOTICE 
• 1981 Business Licences are now due. 
Persons conducting business with in the 
munic ipa l i ty  are advised to ensure that  
they comply  w i th  mun ic ipa l  
regulat ions  by obtaining their  1981 
l icence forthwith.  
The fol lowing penalty amounts apply 
to Iicences unpaid by the Indicated 
date. 
5 percent penalty applied January 16 
p lus  5 percent  pena l ty  app l ied  
February 1, plus 11/2 percent per month 
thereafter.  
Signed: T.G. Chesterman 
Licence Off icer 
Herald Clauifled 
Action Line, 
637"-4000. 
' PICK UP & DELIVERY 
. 638-8195 
Radio iloslage Amalwering $orvieo 
::,Dr Paler No,31 
BUSINESS ROAD RUNNER 
. SERVICE  TO . 
TERRACE-THORHHILL-REHO-AIRPOIIT 
E.A. iMtN|n LTD, • 
Terraoo Bus Terminal 63§-3680 
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The food for 
anxious thought 
WASHINGTON (CP)  - -  The ideas of Alexander 
Meign Halg on war, peace and relations with other 
governments offer food for anxious thought to 
friends and foes alike of the United States. 
Haig, 56, the former army general designated 
state secretary in charge of foreign policy by 
Prenident.elect Ronald Reagan, has made dear his 
belie| that there are times when direct 
"destabilizing" interference In another country 
may be justified by U.S. Interests. 
He has suggested that relations with other 
gevermnentsand foreign aid should be governed by 
the degree of their complinnee with a U.S. policy 
whose paramount concern should be "the 
management of Soviet power." 
- While stating that a II-out nudear war would be"a 
disaster," he has declined to rule out so.caUed 
limited nuclear war aa peliey.-He eays in that 
c~text that "there are things worth fighting for .... 
We must structure our poflcy under that credible 
and justified promise." 
Haig's opinions, delivered uring hearings before 
the Senate foreign relations committee, signal in 
formal terms an already.developing shift in U.S. 
foreign pdlcy towards ca]d-warrior attitudes away 
from emphasis on detente with the Soviet Union, 
arms control and relations based on promotion of 
human rights rather than EastWest power al ign-  
ments .  
The committee has been questioning the former 
NATO commander and senior aide to former 
president Richard Nixon about his record and his 
opiniens as part of the constitutional process which 
requires Senate approval of top government ap- 
peintmenis. 
hours of testimony, Haig declined, for 
• :=! " O,- 
A REPUBLIC OF AI.BEBTA PRODUCTION 
DON'T  MISS  IT " iT 'S  A REAl .  GAS! 
HEI.DINDEFINITELY OVER J~ 
]anneal in 
Ontario 
Starring A SAGA OF  THE OI I .ED WEST..  ('o-,!ardng 
PETRO I.OUGHEED AILEEN NATION 
a~ PL!MPEYE ,JOE CLARK a~ WIMPY a~ ('RUDE OVL 
*.. PIERRE ELLIO'~ BI.UTrO ~,PF."IRO KIIAN ~. MARC IAI.ONDE a,, E'r Tt; BRUTUS ,.* 
AI.I.AN MACEACHEN a~ Ihe OLD SEA HAGGIS ~, and BILl. DAVIS as the WICKED ~.'ITCil OF" TIlE EAS'[ 
Gu~! appear4nce b) BO DERRICK -- Produced b) O. PECK 0~ Direcled b) SHELl.OUT. ENGUI.F & IMPAI.E 
Financed b) The Ilerilal~e Ru~z Fund CREATED BY REGINALD ISPARATY 
"You're ~ Big Oil Now" and -Roll Oul The Barreh" ,,ung b) THE MAI.'IN NATIONII.S 
ELIZABETH (NICK) TAYLOR • CAR~' GRANT INOTLEY) • (LIGHTNING) ROD SVKES 
• ROBIN (the Weq Mind) WILLIAMS and MERV LEITCH (spelled Le~h Ea~! of Mania•Ira) a,, SWEE" PC 
oWATC .H -- MORK (and WINDY) LALONDE pour Mexican ell on tr(mbl~l ~atcr~ 
• SEE -- Horde,, of lemming-like drilling rig,. in ~earch ofIXOfit~ ,.curry. ~euth or Igun~e into t~. N,.th .%ea 
• HEAR -- Separati~h ,,peak ~itbuul a French =K~enl 
• SEE -- Prairie hea~P, of burden ,,addled t~ith tariff,,, freil~hl rate*., and c,m,aitufionaI ,,er~i-hl~ . 
• WATCH "-- The Canadian co•nora) ~ink ~hile PETER and PIERRE t O to ..~'e ~t~t'h ont. call t~alk ,m ~tal¢'r 
'A case of sour grapes 
TORONTO (CP) -- A 
CBC-TV documentary on 
homosexual i ty aired 
example, to rule out the p~sibliity of U.S. "covert ~; ~ :~Sunday night has been at- 
operations to stabilize or overthrow .a  em-...:~-~-~te~ed by Toronto gay 
stRutionally elected government" - -a  qnosflon~ ' ,  ~rganizations, but John 
raised by Democrata Gary Hart of Colorado and Kastner, the show's 
director, says the respmse 
is a case of sour grapes. 
Spokesmen for the gay 
community in Toronto said 
Monday the portrayal of 
bemosexuality in Sharing 
The Secret: Selected Gay 
Stories, was negative and 
cliched. 
Peter  Ma loney ,  
spokesman for the 
Coalition for Gay Rights in 
Ontario, said in an in- 
review Monday that many 
gays were unhappy with 
the show, which portrayed 
six individual homo- 
sexuais, because "it had 
just about every cliche 
about homosexuality that 
one could imagine could be 
put into a 90-minute show." 
He said the individuals 
portrayed in the 
documentary  were  
caricatures and not 
representative of the 
average homosexual. 
gtq  
Paul 'rsongas of Massachusetts in reierence to the 
1970 plotting against the elected Marxist gov- 
ernment of Salvador Allende in Chile. 
ltaig acknowledged that such plots, including 
bribery d Chilean congressmen, violated at least 
the spirit of U.S. treaty obligations in the 
Organization of American States, But.he said such 
action "has got to be viewed in the context of a host 
of countervaili~ pressures and other coun- 
te rva~ imperatives." 
In such conflicts between treaty obligations and 
U.$. goals, be contended that nobody "would want a 
rigid, legalistic preoccupation which does not 
assess the exigencies of the moment, or particular 
events which represent American interests." 
At another point, however, Haig said that similar 
destabilizing actions by Cuba probably rule out 
improved U.S.-Cuba relations. 
"It would be very, very difficult for me to support 
efforts towards the normalization of relations with 
Cuba just so long as they are spawning, instigating, 
manning and conducting terrorist activities in the 
hemisphere designed to change by force legitimate 
governments," he said. 
And he attacked the outgoing government's at- 
tempts to base relations with other governments on
the way they treat people, saying that adherence to 
human rights hould be approached "in the broader 
sense of what is in the best interests of the American 
people as well." 
Haig took up a theme developed by Jeane Kirk- 
patrick, designated U.S. ambassador to the United 
Nations, that Washington should balance morality 
in foreign relations with realism and distinguish 
between degrees of tyranny when dealing with 
autocratic governments that deny their people 
basic hmnan rights. 
The distinction should be made between 
"traditional autocrats" who are repressive but 
friendly to the United States and Marxist autocrats 
bent on incorporating a country into the Sevlet bloc, 
Kirkpatridc says. 
Halg echoes that "the assurance of basic human 
liberties will not be enhanced by replacing friendly 
governments, which incompletely satisfy our stand- 
ards of democracy, with hostile ones, which are 
even less benign." 
Advucating so-called linkage d relations to 
behavior, Haig says that policy towards other 
governments i  related to what be describes as 
"perhaps the central strategic phenomenon of the 
post-World War Two era: The transformation of
Soviet military power from a continental and 
largely land army to a global offensive army, navy 
and air force, fully capable of supporting an ira- 
pedal foreign policy." 
Hnig w~s asked directly by Howard Baker, 
Republican Senate majority leader,, whether he 
believes that "the avddance of nuclear war bet- 
ween the United States and the Soviet Union -- or 
the United Slates and any other eomfry --  is the 
paramount item of foreign ~ and the cor- 
n~rstm~.~ on which we must buikl that peltey for the 
future." 
Haig replied that the maintenance d peace alone 
la likely to work again= peace. 
"These people will 
probably convey to Mr. and 
Mrs. Jones in Swift Current 
that gay people really are 
weird," said Maioney, one 
of several speakers Who 
condemned 'the program 
following its airing at a 
Toronto gay church. 
Robert Trow, s rqmrter 
for Body Politic, a Toronto- 
based gay newspaper, said 
the show was negative 
toward homosexuals and 
portrayed them .as de- 
serving of sympathy. 
But Kastner said he and 
his mother, Rose Kaslzer, 
who cowrute the show, 
del iberately excluded 
"vocal gay militants" in 
order to concentrate on the 
individuals whom he 
described as part of the 
"gay silent majority." 
"There's a historical 
term for their reaction and 
it's sour grapes," said 
Kastner, who won an 
Emmy award for Fighting 
Back, a documentary on 
four leukemia victims. 
"The gay militant 
establishment feel they 
were betrayed." 
Meanwhile, Rev. Ken- 
noth Campbell, founder of 
the antigay evangelical 
movement Renaissance 
I~ternatiunal, said the 
p~gram attempted to 
show v iewers  "how to  
creat ive ly  accept  
something that's destruc. 
rive." 
Campbe l l ,  whose '  
organization has been 
active in opposing Toronto 
municipal candidates who 
supported gay rights, said 
the "thrust of the 
presentation Was in 
keeping with the objective 
of militant homosexuals 
that homosexuality beseen 
as a viable alternative." 
"The prime object of 
militant homosexuals is 
acceptance as a normal, 
legitimate minority . . . .  
that this (homosexuality) 
is inevitable and ought to 
be encouraged. 
"That was the whole 
message of the presen- 
tation." 
Kastner said he was not 
surprised the documen. 
tary, which took 18 moonths 
to produce, had been 
condemned by both gays 
and anti-gays. 
"Extremists on both 
show with positive things to 
say about homosexuality 
and things which homo- 
sexuais would not like. 
"Our purpose was to get 
both extremes talking 
again by getting away from 
the stereotypes they have 
of each other -- the 
stereotype that gays have 
of. the right.wing nean- 
derthal and the stereotype 
conservatives . have of 
child-molesting perverts. 
"We tried to be as 
balanced as possible." 
While audience ratings 
won't be known for a few 
weeks, telephone calls to 
CBC stations across the 
country ran more than 3-to- 
1 against .the 90-minute 
show. 
CBC spokesman Cee 
Smith said 20t callers were 
unfavorable to the 
program, which contained 
some graphic scenes and 
dialogue, 
OTTAWA -- Would we or would we not be 
bailer off, even at the cost of paying the 
salaries, offices and secretaries of some extra 
MPs, if crowded ontothe floor of the Commons 
there were a half-dozen Liberals from Alberta 
and a dozen Conservatives from Quebec. 
The case for proportional representation -- 
or PR as It is known In its misleading shor. 
thand form -- is really as simple as that: It 
gives us more MPs than we real ly need, but It 
gives us extra MPs In the places where we 
really need them. 
Early In the sprlng, a special Parliamentary 
Committee will be set up to study proportional 
representation. If It keeps to Its schedule, the 
government could, as early as next fall, in. 
froduce legislatlen 1o enact the first fup- 
damental reform of our eledoral system since 
we adopted our present, British.style one of 
Confederation. 
The possibilities for electoral reform almost 
are Infinite. We could go all the way to 
proport ional  representation, abandoning 
ent i re ly our present, constituency-based, 
system of direct representation (unlikely); we 
could add a limited measure of PR to our 
existing system (probable); we could replace 
the appolnted Senate with an elected one, like 
that in the U.S. (possible); or, as the least 
likely alternative, we could go exactly as we 
.now do. 
Until a few years ago, proportional 
representation Interested only a few 
specialists, like William Irvlne, Queen's 
Univers i ty  polit ical scientist, and Tony 
Westell, a journalist and professor at Carleton 
University. 
The subject edged Into the realm of political 
realHy In 1979, when the Task Force on 
Canadian Unity, co.chalred by Jean.Luc 
Pepin, now a cabinet minister, and John 
Robarts, the former Ontario Premler, added if 
to their collection of proposals forkeeping the 
country stitched together. Late that year, 
Pierre Trudeau, in his one public speech as a 
• retired politiclan, mused that P R perhaps was 
an idea whose time had come. Back In power, 
Trudeau, In the April, 1980, Throne Speech 
pledged to establish a Parliamentary Com- 
mitfee to tell the government what to do. 
sides are not go|rig'.to be .~ ' The,cause of the concern Is evident enough. 
satisfiedwiththeshow,"he • In  the past quarter-century, our :national 
said. "It was a balanced 
government has only twice been national In 
character as well as In title: in 1958-62 when 
John Diefenbaker elected 50 MPs from 
Quebec, and in 1968.72 when the mood of Expo 
and the person of Trudeau combined to inspire 
the West to e l~t  :27 Liberals, Including four 
from Alberta. 
Progressively, our national government has 
become less national. Not since Confederation 
have any governments been as unbalanced as 
those of Joe Clark and of Trudeau the Second. 
The country, though, isn't nearly as Ira- 
balanced as Its government. More Con. 
servative voters exist, even if unseen and 
unheard, in Quebec than in Manitoba and 
Saskatchewan combined. More Liberal voters 
survive, even if harrled and harassed, In the 
West than in Montreal, and more of them, yet 
more astonishingly, In B.C. and Alberta than 
in Tore•to. 
Proportional representation would provide 
a voice atthe center for these hardy souls, and 
also to New Democrat voters in Ontario and 
the Atlantic Provinces. The new government 
that resulted wou/dn't be truly national (the 
Liberals are weak in the West, as are the 
Conservatives in Quebec), but It would no 
longer be defiantly and blatanly un-natlonal. 
Concocting PR formula has become what 
Irvlne calls "a coflage industry". All the 
techniques proposed (by the Pepln.Robarfs 
Commission, by the Canada West Foundation, 
by the NDP, which has the most to gain) would 
preserve our present, single-constituency, 
direct representation system and then add to 
it 50 or so non.constituency MPs to be ap- 
pointed by each party in proportion. 
The Pepin-Robarts formula, for example, 
would add 60 appointed MPs to the present, 
282-seat Commons. One dozen of these would 
be Conservative from Quebec, compared to 
lust one today. Conversely, Trudeau's 
western caucus would expand from two to 22. 
These benefits would come at a price. Most 
governments at Ottawa would be reduced to 
the status of a minority, although by a 
mathematical fluke the Pepin.Robarts for. 
mula would leave the Liberals with a bare, 
five-seat, majority. The new "at  large" MPs 
would lack the legltimacy of their elected 
colleagues, particularly if they had originally 
stood as constltt~ency candidates and had been 
defeated. 
The unknowns, though, couldnq: be worse 
~an the knowns. Proportional representation 
wouldn't stop the West from getting mad at 
Trudeau. it would, though, provide Trudeau 
with some western ministers and MPs to get 
mad at him on behalf of the west. It's the 
difference between, as with Quebec during 
Clark's term, a voice at the centre. 
• . .= .~ . . ] L~__  
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The furniture message says .smaller is better + 
TORONTO (CP) - -  
Smaller is better-- at least' 
that's the message 
Canadian furn i ture  
manufacturers are getting 
from consumers, and at 
their annual "•de show 
Sunday i t  was reflected in 
~cr i~s  that are scaled 
down to meet he desire to 
maximize available space. 
"l'ne Toronto Furniture 
Show held'annua"y at the of marketing for the is the haven from outside 
International Centre has Canadian Council of  pressures, comumers are 
attracted230 exhdbitcN for Furniture Manufacturers, trying to create a warm, 
the four-day event. -said several manufac- comfortsble, atmosphere 
Manufacturers from ac- turers' expressed en- where they live. 
ross Canada are thusissm, at the volume of The ,trend to smaller 
represented and buyers orders place d Sunday furniture reflects the 
have come from England, alone, tendency for builders to 
Australia, Singapore, Hong build smaller hemee and 
Kong as well as the U.S. She attributed this to apartments because of 
increasing ousts of energy ~Trocket~ng costs of land, 
Francine Jonee, director and the view that he home labor and materials. 
Abu.sers get suppor 
EDMONTON (CP) - -  in 
a majority of about 40 
cmnplaints of incest the 
child abuse unit of the 
Edmunton pdiee depkrt. 
meet investigated in its 
first year of operation '1he 
mother and othor mambers 
d the family suplx~ed the 
Oil-sand 
projects 
delayed 
OTTAWA (CP)- -  The 
national energy program 
has probably set back the 
dovalopment of two major 
e/l~uds projects in nor. 
them Alberta by at least 
two years, says a 
spokesman for Texaco 
Canada Inc. 
Robert Sparks, Texaco 
chairman, said today the 
delays ~ result in a io~ 
of 200 million barrels of e/l 
production and oust 
" Canadlaus $18 million more 
'~ to cover i~reasad put. 
chases of foreign ~/1 to 
meet domestic demand. 
Sparks made his eom- 
msots before the national 
mer~y board, which is 
conducting bearings to 
determine the supply of 
and deaunM for all f~'ms 
of ~ in Canada in the 
years. 
The board, whinh opened 
hearings here today, has 
visited five cities since 
November and expects to 
wrap up its inquiry here 
within the next mouth. 
Oil-asnds projects lated 
for Fort McMm'ray and 
Cold Lake have been put on 
held by their sponsors as a 
result d the failure of the 
federal and Alberta 
governments o resolve 
their differences over 
eneqD,-priei~ ssues. 
Sparks also told the 
board Texaco has decided 
it cannot justify making 
substantial new in- 
~nmtmcots in a number of 
ld~hco~, projects it has 
initiated dm~ng the last 
several years. 
The company has 
abandoned for the time 
bei~ its plans to invest 
$140 million in a pilot 
project it has been con- 
de~ d uri~ the last 
eight years in the 
Athabesca oil sands in 
northern Alberta, be said. 
Texaco had been hoping 
to work towards a com- 
mercial development soon 
in the area, he said. 
Sparks aid the cempany 
also has decided against 
heavy new investmeet at 
iis sites in the Beaufort Sea 
The Texaco chnirm~m 
criticized the national 
ene~ID program for not 
kmt~ the indomy w~th 
revenues to finance 
the ezploraUm. 
For handy 
classified ad 
 acement 
• use 
the 
easy to follow 
dollg 
herald 
mml-nn 
order form 
abuser," says Detective 
AnneSteveon. The unit was 
established in January, 
1960. 
Repots of incest are 
increasing in North 
America but invesi~ators 
and therapists ay only a 
small number of cases ever 
gels to coort. 
That's because the 
problem of incest has 
stayed in the civet so long 
and the offender is often a 
respected member of the 
community, says Louise 
Gaance, a psychologist and 
chairman of the Edmonton 
Child Sexual AbuSe 
Com~ttee. 
Gaunce says men 
charged with incest are 
of tan those who stay away 
from adultery and are 
strong moralizers in 
society. 
She describes a typical 
abuser: "The father 
reaches a mid-life crisis; 
he feels impotent, less 
attractive; there's a break- 
down in communication 
with his wife. 
"If there are many of 
these underlyin~ anal•ties, 
he m to his teenage 
daughter for affection. 
Maybe she reminds him of 
his wife when she was 
young. 
"We all know little girls 
adore their fathers. It's a 
~-adaal thing. When it 
happens it's almost ac- 
cidental." 
Stevens ays: "These 
fathers seldom have 
criminal records. They're 
usually employed, well 
thought of and very 
protective oftheir families, 
particularly of the'tr 
daughters." 
Gaunce says not m~my 
incest cases go to court 
became the child is often 
coerced by her family to 
drop charSea. 
• "If  the lather goes to jail 
the family loses income or 
maybe the mother goes on 
welfare. And the kid is 
made to feel guilty." 
Figures from a model 
.treatment •program in 
Santa Clara County, Calif., 
show that in 1o per cent of 
the cases of fatheror 
stepfather-daughter incest, 
the mother knew but took 
no action. 
"Sometimes you almost 
feel you've made the 
problem worse by repor- 
tang "the father," says 
Marlene Rankel, a 
psychologist with Ed- 
monton 's  Runaway 
Project. 
"The family tries to heal 
itself by getti~ dd of the 
~uUty party. Unfortunately 
it's often the daughter who 
gets the brunt of the guilt." 
Greta Fuchs of "the 
Alberta Child Protection 
! 
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Also, more people are 
remode l l ing  and  
renovating their homes 
instead of buying or 
moving into a new one. 
"In either case," said 
Jones, "people are in- 
terested in maximizing 
available space and fur- 
allure manufacturers are 
responding." 
Dining room tables, 
hutches, servers and 
buffets are smaller. There 
are love seats and small 
sofas on the market along 
with case goods which 
occupy more vertical than 
horiz~tal space. 
Many occasional fur- 
nlshings fit into odd angles 
und c~.oc=s to uas opane 
~e~ loft emptY. Other 
occasional pieces have 
finished becks so they can 
be used f ~  for 
more vamtillty. 
Wall units are expund~g 
into entertainment centres 
for TV, stereos and other 
modern e lec t ron ic  
equipment. They feature 
add-co pieces o the buyer 
can customize them for use 
la a partinuinr roam. 
Jnnes is enthusiasUe 
about multi-functional 
furnishings which take up 
the romn of only one piece 
but do the work of two or 
mole.  
and cha/r that sarvee an s 
room ~roup, then, 
becausu ofspee~h~es t~ 
the base, can be lowered to 
• serve as a eoHee table and 
low seal  
The ear l ier  trend to 
furnish a home strictly in 
colonial, tradiUonal or 
modern has ~iven way to a 
movesne~t toward 
styles and categoric• for a 
more eclectic look. 
Several manufacturers 
had exhibits which 
ewe|b, mi=d S~ss with 
brass and traditional 
c,e~pn chairs m. pineed 
Re~eney armchairs net  to 
contemporary glass or 
One •sample is a tab le . ,  acrylic end tables. 
Colors re~0.ain soft and 
romantic ombining light 
pastels with dramatic tone 
accents. Mirrors and in- 
dh-eot U~hting are he~ 
used to highlight and e~- 
pand space. 
The Oriental influence in 
home decor is very strong, 
us well as wicker in more 
sopl~stlcated pieces. 
Jones said with the era of 
waste over, people want a 
permanence of value. 
"They want beauty, but 
they want it combined with 
quality and function. They 
are willing to pay for 
products that will last 
longer and provide abetter 
return on invest~e~h" 
Registry says altSou~h 
rupcrt~ of incest are m the 
increase "we're only 
seeing a small polos of 
what's there." 
"Until lately nobody was 
reporting it much," says 
Fuchs. "But now that in- 
cent is being discussed in 
the media, people feel 
more comfortable about 
reporting it:" 
Incest is a criminal of- 
fence in Canada. However, 
some professionals say 
sundi~ the father to jail or 
removing the child from 
home may not be the best 
solution. They suggest 
therapy for the abuser and 
counsellin~ for the victim. 
,Gaunee describes the 
victims of incest: 
"Many have serious pay- 
c hological problems as 
adults, They suffer from 
sexual dysfunct ion,  
paranoia, law self-estoem 
and difficulties in their 
relationships with other 
people. Worse, many of 
them end up marrying 
abusers. They seem to find 
them almost as if they had 
antelnl~se," 
TOO MUCH HANKY-PANKY 
And about time, tool 
There has been just too mush hanky.panky going 
on down at the public library and it has got to stop. 
Taking the van (or the puint, as it is know in the 
western movies) is that city ~ churches, that 
bastion of good, that mtiunal arbiter of morality in 
movies -- Toreate, natural~. 
The Meiropolitan Ton•to Library Board has 
delivered itself of a set of commandments whlch --  
if approved -- will sweep away the sin and 
corruption rife among the shadowy stacks of Milton, 
" Shakespeare and Mackay Spillaee. 
Henceforth, thou shalt not doze; nor shalt hou 
nudge tby noighbor. 
Ascending via the down.stairoaee shall be dealt 
with, as shall estectcrattog upon the" carpet. 
And, since the board is swift to stress that such 
lawlesmess is no more prevalent in Twonto 
libraries than in libraries elsewhere inCanada, the 
suggestion is that the new code might stand m 
landmark legislation to sweep clean the sacred pre. 
cmcts ~verywhere. 
Sidney Midanlk, newly elected board chairman, 
says the lrOpesod code has c~ne about because 
• library staffs feel they need some authority to deal 
with problem eases among the more than 300,000 
clients with whom they must deal each month. 
Among the suggestions i a two-day loss of 
privilege for those unwary enough to nod o/f while 
perusing the Euclid. 
Cone forever will be these ilerious, hand-holctmg, 
~ e  assignations precipitated by the quiet 
"meet you do~ at the library" whispered urin~ 
geometry class. 
Heoesforth, be (or she) who would wink at; 
nudge, or otherwise vex or harass, rb~ a penalty 
equal to that d the I~d]ty sucozer. 
itosmv~, should Xo~ ~ter by the wrnm~ door or 
spit upon the floor -- aha -- you have gone from 
misdemeanor to felony.and you could be on the 
outzide louki~ in for an entire year. 
And dolt a second time ~ the sontenco becomes 
five years. 
So far, there has been no mention of an appeal. • 
structure by which the winker may plead to an 
anco~trullable twitch or call upon the winkee as a 
character re~erance: 
It will avail the nudger nangbt, appurmtJy, to 
cinbm bewas merely attempting to waken the dozer 
- -  they're both nuL 
There are, however, indications that justice may 
be tempered with mercy. 
Marjarie All•, ac°dng director, when questioned 
as to whetl~r she would actually turf a tired reader 
out into the elements, replied: 
"It  depends bow quietly someene is sleeping." 
Punishment, it seems, will be tailored to the 
crime. 
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This time the agents ARE free 
NEW YORK (AP) -- The 
last time major league 
baseball held a freu-agent 
draft, the clubs came 
equipped with bulging 
bankrolls and turned 
several players into instant 
millionaires. 
The 26 clubs return to the 
draft table today, but tbls 
time the free.agent grab 
bag will be conducted at 
bargain basement prices. 
The amateur draft doesn't 
generate the kind of auc- 
tion place bidding created 
by the re-entry process. 
Twice a year, in June and 
January, baseball divides 
up the most promising 
amateur talent from high 
school and college players 
for the amateur draft. The 
names available are not 
familiar, but big league 
scouts spend long hours 
evaluating the talent so 
that the selections can pay 
off for their clubs, 
Among the players 
who've come out of the 
January amateur draft and 
gone on to successful major 
league careers are To~n 
Scarer, Carlton Fisk, Roy 
Smalley Jr., Chris Chamb- 
liss, Steve Kemp, Bump 
Wills and Chris Speier. 
The draft is conducted in 
two stages -- regular and 
secondary -- with the 26 
clubs linked in a con. 
ference call telephone 
hookup xvith commissioner 
BowieKulm's office in New 
York. Bill Murray, 
baseball's administrative 
officer, conducts the 
selection process. 
Two rounds are 
scheduled in each phase of 
the draft today. Available 
in the regular phase are 
players from junior col- 
leges, those who have with. 
drawn from a four-year 
college or January high 
school graduates. The 
secondary phase includes 
players previously drafted 
but not signed. 
For the regular phase, 
teams choose in reverse 
order of the previous 
season's won-lest per- 
centage" and selections 
alternate by league. The 
secondary draft order is 
determined by lot in a 
drawing conducted by 
the Leaga~ presidents 
Chicago Cubs hold the 
fn'st choice in the regular 
phase, followed by Seattle. 
After that, it will be New 
York Mets, California, San 
Diego, Toronto, St. Louis, 
Chicago White Sox, San 
Francisco, Texas, Atlanta, 
Minnesota, Pittsburgh, 
Cleveland, Cincinnati, 
Oakland, Montreal, 
Detroit, Philadelphia, 
Boston, Los Angeles, 
Milwaukee, Houston, 
Kansas City, Baltimore 
and New York Yankees. 
Commercial League close 
Terrace Chrysler Juveniles have a six-point Bavarian Inn, seven wins, nine losses 
lead in the Terrace Commercial Hockey 
league standings. 
They've won 10 games, lost four and tied 
five for 25 points. CP Air is sacred, with eight 
wins, seven losses and three lies, for lg points. 
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and 
three ties, is third with 17 points and Dynamic 
Waterwelis has five wins, 10 losses and three 
lies for 13 poinls. 
leading scorer is Juveniles' Larry Swanson 
with 27 goals, 15 assists and Bavarian Inn's 
Ring Michaud is second with 16 goals and 15 
assists. 
Last week's scores were Dynamic 10, 
Bavarian 0; Chrysler 16, CP Air 3; Dynamic 
4, CP Air 4; Chrysler 6, Bavarian 2. 
This week's schedule has Dynamic meeting 
Chrysler tonight at 8:15; and Bavarian and 
CP  Air meeting at 10:15. Wednesday, 
Bavarian and Chrysler hook up at 9:15 p.m. 
Th~'sday's action sends Dynamic against CP  
Air at 9:30. 
STASTISTICS 
STANDINGS 
W..L , .T . .P I  
Juveflllt~ 10 4 S 
CPAIr S I 3 19 
Bavarian 7 Y 3 17 
Dynamic $ I0 3 13 
SCORING 
O,,A. .Pt  
Lar rySwan~TCJ  27 IS 42 
RlnoMlcha,JclBI , 16 15 31 
Dave Sr~arpe CP Atr I t  14 
DO~.~RIc~yTCJ |! 19 30 
C l ryNum~hrayBI  I~ 17 29 
BrJanS~awTCJ lS 14 25' 
J im Rlgler 61 13 lS ~1 
DarrylAAallatCPAIr 14 14 29 
DarcyMal latCPAlr  11 16 27 
BruceCameronTCJ 10 14 26 
Dan Es@t~l~laln BI 16 10 
" ~,i " 
HIGHLIGHTS 
& FEATURES: 
.~. -. 
! 
.electronic tuning on every TRINITRON 
-remote control, any way you want it 
.engineered to save energy 
-T.V. never looked so good 
~,~'~:~a ~,: "~:" ~ ':::. ,,. i ~ .':i.:::~:::!~X 
SONY's latest TV 
line is the best, the 
boldest, and the most 
beautiful in their 
20.year history! 
SMART TRADES BUILD A WINNING TEl 
Bring in your 
old TV... 
... Dead or Alive ... 
We guarantee a minimum trade-in 
of $75.00 on a new soNY! / /  
Don't forget the 
"WILD CARD CHANCE!" 
Sign your contract, then see the Sound Centre quarterback 
... if you draw a wild card - a TWO, a SEVEN, or an ACE- your 
signing bonus will be a NEW W STAND- retail value to $79.95 
3rd Ave.  & 6th St. 237 Ci ty  Centre ~23 I, ekelse Ave.  
PR INCE RUPERT K IT IMAT TERRACE 
624-6743 632-3177 638-0~51 
BANK PLAN FINANCING AVAILABLE 
ON APPROVED CREDIT 
tlw mm 
Apply for your 
ChsrgeCerd 
today ! 
SPORTS BRIEFS 
MONTREAL (CP) -- 
Wayne Gretzky, 19-year. 
old Edmonton Oilers 
centre, was named the 
National Hockey League 
player of the Week, the 
NHL announced Monday. 
Gretzky scored three 
goals and had seven assists 
in three gamea for the week 
that esded on Jan, II. He 
finished the first 40 games 
of the season with 70 paints. 
HARTFORD,  Conn. 
(AP) -- Defenceman Jack 
Mcllhargey of Hartford 
Whalers stsr(ed a three 
game, National Hockey 
League suspension Monday 
night. 
Mcllhargey left the 
penalty box during a 
Hartford-Winnipeg Jets 
game Jan. 10, resulting in 
the suspension handed 
down Monday morning. 
Mcllbargey had jumped 
m the ice to help team- 
mate Pat Boutette as he 
fought Dave Babych of the 
Jets. 
LOS ANGELES (AP) -- 
Twelve of the 18 players on 
the roster of Houston 
Apollos of the Central 
Hockey League have been 
placed with other teams 
following the suspension f 
the franchise last Thur- 
sday, says George 
Maguire. general manager 
of Los Angeles Kings of the 
National Hockey League. 
Five Apollos were 
assigned to Saginaw Gears 
of the International Hockey 
League, including right 
wingers Doug Harvey and 
Kevin Schamehorn, cen- 
tres Claude LarocheUe and 
Warren Holmes and defen- 
ceman Don WaddeU. 
Defencemen Barry 
Gibbs and John Gibson 
were assigned to Bir- 
mlngham Bulls of the CHL 
and right winger Blair 
Stewart went to Fort Worth 
in the CHL. Goaltender 
Paul Pageau was assigned 
to Oklahoma in the CHL 
and centre Steve Carlson 
and right winger Alex 
Tidey were sent to 
Springfield Indians of the 
American Hockey League. 
ST. LOUTS (API -- 
Quarterback Brian Sipe of 
Cleveland Browns has been 
selected winner of The 
Sporting News-Marlboro 
Award as 1980 National 
Football League player of 
the year and running back 
Billy Sims of Detroit Lions 
as the league's rookie of the 
year. 
Use General Motors 
money at only 
14.2% 
Did you know you could 
finance your new General Motors 
vehicle with General Motors 
money at only 14.2% for up to 
48 months on approved credit 
u 
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 '--Canadien s stretch win streak to 1;0 games 
MONTREA (CP) 
Mario Tremblay scored 
two goals and Richard 
Sevigny recorded his first 
career shutout as Montreal 
Camdiens stretched thek 
unbeaten streak !to 10 
games by defeeating 
Edmontou Oilers 5-0 in a 
National Hockey League 
game Monday night. 
TheCunadiens, who have 
eight victories in their 
current streak since losing 
to Edmonton on Dec. 20, 
got rwst period scores from 
Trembiny, Steve ShoOt and 
Rejean Houle before Pierre 
Mmdou scored the lone 
in the secmd period. 
Trembaly collected his 
18th of the seasnu in the 
final 20 minutes. 
Sevigny, who lost a 
shutout bid against the 
Oilers late in a game on 
Dec. 13, was, tasted only 20 
times as 'the Canadiem 
fl~ht checking slowed the 
fastakatin~ Oilers. 
Edmonton had snapped a 
trine-game l nin8 streak on 
the road by beating ~bec  
Noed~es Sunday night 
and came into the Forum 
with four victories and a Ue 
in their last five starts. 
Oilers goaltender Ed MOo 
left the game at 7:48 of the 
third period after being 
struck on the face mask'by 
a rising slap shot from 
ShuR. He left the ice under 
his own power and was sent 
to hospital for x-rays. 
It was the third time this 
year that MOo has been 
struckon the face mask by 
a shot, 
Andy Moog completed 
the game in the Edmnatm 
goal and the two goalies 
faced a combined total of ~ 
shots. 
The Canadiem ptayed 
without Guy Lafleur, who 
was injured in a game with 
Quebec Saturday night 
after blocking a shot with 
his right ankle. 
Mie faced the first of 13 
shots unleashed by Mon- 
trcal in the opening period 
before the game was 10 
seconds old as  Pierre 
Larouche woo the opening 
SKEENA VALLEY 
MEAT PACKERS 
TERRACE,  B.C. 
IS HOW UNDER THE 
NEW MANAGEMENT OF 
KARL HEINZ and CHRISTEL AHNER 
SPECIAL:  Fresh homemade sausagesl 
FRE EZER MEATS 
CUSTOM CUTTING 
CURING & SMOKING 
PHONE 635-6')97 
Business Hours: 
Tt.qsday--Saturday fen al.m..6:00 p.m. 
Closed Monday 
facaoff and broke down the 
right side, forcing the 
Oilers' gealtender to he 
alert on his 30-font drive. 
The Oilers, although eld 
to only four shots in. the 
/'w~t period, put Sevigny to 
a severe test moments 
later after Mootreal 
defenceman Serge Savard 
struck the back of his own 
net attempting toclear the 
puck. The puck wound up 
on Brett CallJghen's uck 
directly in front of Sevigny, 
who stuck out a gloved 
right hand to block the 
shot. 
Laromhe helped set up  
theCanadieos' first goal, at 
5:17, v;hen he kitocked 
down tl~ puck in the Ed- 
monte  zone and.fed it to 
Yves Lambert, who in turn 
left a drop pass for  
Tremblay. The goal was 
the 17th of the season for 
Tremblay, surpassing the 
16 he scored during the 
1979-80 campaign. 
The  Canad iens ,  
frustrated at times by their 
inability to complete 
caught but lolled to retain. 
It was Shutt's 22rid goal 
d the year and first, in 
seven games, a stretch that 
saw him collect only one 
assist. 
Rook ie  Doug 
Wiekenheiser had MOo 
beaten less, than two 
minutes later but his shot 
appeared to catch the in. 
side of the goalpost. Haole 
took much of the sting nut 
of the near miss by 
breaking in alone on a nap- 
between Mio's legs at 
19:0~. 
Wl~le the sec~d peri~ 
produced only one.goal 
by l~londou at 12:57 - - i t  
was marked by a battle 
between Tremblay and the 
Oilers' Curt Brackenbtu'y 
that saw a dozen punches 
exchanged. 
penalty box again at l l :~  . . . .  
and looked (m as Mmdou 
collected a power-piny- 
goal. 
Late Boston goal has 
big bearing on result 
~ %" 
scoring opportunities, 
made it 2-0 at 17:25 ~ Shutt 
blasted a 35-fueter that MOo 
ping Edmonton defenee 
and slipping the puck 
DENNIS HELPS RYAN'S FANCY 
DENVER (AP) -- Ryan 
Walter and Dennis Maruk 
scored as "Washington 
Capitals broke a five-game 
losing streak Monday 
night, beating Colorado 
Rockies 2-1 in a listless 
National Hockey League 
game. 
Wa l te r  s taked  
Washingtnu to a 1-0 lead at 
6:31 of the f 'nt period when 
he poked the puck past 
Colorado goaltender Hardy 
Astrom for his 13Oh goal of 
the season. 
Joel Queaneville an- 
swersd for Colorado at the 
18:43 mark, blasting a 40- 
font slapahot, while the 
Rockies enjoyed ~ man 
advantage .  But  
Washingtnn get the winner 
just 21 se;.'mds later when 
Mamk picked up a rebound 
from a Rick Smith shot and 
] i f t~  ~he /puck  over  AS-  
tram. 
Both teams had 
numerous scoring op- 
portunities in the second 
and third periods, but 
failed to connect. 
The best scoring chances 
came when Washingtea's 
Gariner hit the goal 
with a slapohot early 
in the third period. With 
about five minutes to play, 
Colorado's Lanny Mar.Do- 
nuld fired a point-blank 
shot at Dave Parro, and 
also hit the p~L 
Colorado outshot the 
Capitals 27~21 as  the 
P,.ockies dipped to 15-22-6. 
'~e Capitals improved'to 
14.1841. / 
Zuke dukes Whalers 5.2 
I Larry Patey, Brian 
i sutter, Blair Chapman 
and Hernie Federko also 
scored for the Blues, 
HARTFORD, Conn. Jordie Douglas and World Hockey Aasocia- 
(AP) --  blike Zuke's Mike Rogers tallied for tim. 
power-play goal mid- Hartford. Chapman and Fer- 
derko's short-handed 
way through the second The Blues, who never w)al closed out St. Louis 
period proved to be the trailed in the game, scoring in the third pc- 
game-winner as St. .jum.pedtoZ-0firstperiod rood, 
Louis Blues defeated lead on goals by Patey The Whalers had only 
Hartford Whalers 5-2 and Sutter. 22 shots on St. Louis 
Monday night in the Zuke's goal was goalie Ed Staniowski 
Nat iona l  Hockey sandwiched betwecn the and did not get their 
League. two Hartford scores, fh~'t shot until 13:55 into 
Zuke's goal, a 12- Rogers's goal made the first period. The 
footer, bounced off him the all-time leading were. credited with 31 
Hartford goaltender scorer for the Hartford shoos in the game. 
John Garrett., franchise with'173 goals The Blues' 27-9-7 
• an~ 255 assists. That record in the NItL is 
BOSTON (A~) --  Defen- 
eeman Ray Bourque 
scored on a backhand with 
two minutes remaining in 
the National Hockey 
League game to give 
Boston Bruins a 4-3 victory 
over Minnesota 4-3 Monday 
night, extending their 
home unbeaten string over 
the North Stars to 34 
games. 
Bourque, the NHL's 
rookie of the year last 
season, set up the fie- 
breaking~goal b~seU by 
Foster and Rick Mlddletou 
scored the other Boston 
goals. Steve Payne and 
Tom McCarthy gave Min- 
nesota 2-0 lead in the first 
period and Ron Friest, 
playing his first NHL 
game, made it 3-2 for the 
North Stars in the ~hird pe- 
riod. 
The Bruins extended 
their longest winning 
"streak of the seasea to four 
games while ouishooting 
Minnesota 24-10 and 
coming from behind twice. 
rushing down the left side . . . .  
and dropping a pass just After a scoreless first 
over the blue line to Wayne "period, Minnesota moved 
Cashman. in front as Payne scored on 
Cashman's long shot was the power play at 2:13 of 
kicked'out by Minnesota the secund period, bla 17th 
~altender Gilles Melnche, of the year, and M~'Carthy, 
but Bourque, eutting also with his 17th, about a 
across, jumped• on the minute later. 
rebound and slapped a I0. The -Rruins, however, 
foot shot for his eighth goal. dominated play throughout 
]Peter McNab, Dwight and McNab got his 20ti/of 
iS 
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• T i 
• " -~ S 
is landers 
St. LOUIS- 
LOS Ang 1 
Phi lo 
Montreal  
•u f fo lo  
Minnesota 
J Vancouver  
Colgory 
Boston ' 
Wash - 
ChiCagO '- . 
, .  Hart ford  
Color,~da 
.,'~. Rangers  " - 
• Xoronto  
P iNs  " ' • 
' - .Edmonton 
, Quebec " 
Detro i t  - 
"~ 'Wlnni l~lg 
NHL 
Wk T I~ A .P  
27 10 • 202 141 62 
27 9 7 191 145 61 
24 11 6 107 149 $8 
• 25 11 7 169 120 "57 
25 15 5 185 12g 55 
19 9 13 161 126 51 
|O 11 10  149 t24 50 
18 12 13 1~9"'145 49 
19 IS • IS4 153 46 
17 lg  7 IS6 lay 41 
14 10 I1 152 162 31 
16 22 6 140 I l l&  311 
14 lg  9 163 ~2 37 
IS 22 4 148 170 36 
14 21 7 149 td•  35 
14 22 6 164 194 34 
13 22 7 158 19D 33 
- 12 22* 7 ISO 171 31 
10 21 11145 t lg  31 
I I  31 8 129 163 ]0 
4 30 • 132 203 15 
• Not ices HOCkey League - scar. 
• i l lg  " leaders after Monday's  
9ame~: 
• & P 
OloNne, " LA ~ "43  "70 
S immer ,  LA ~2 31 73 
record includes goals second e ly  to that of 
and aasists he seored for New York Islanders. 
the team when it was a The Whalers' record fell 
m e~mher of the defunct to 14-19-9. 
the  campalg f l  wh i le  .. ,~///4 
Minnesota skated a man, ~,. " ,  
mark of the perk~ nu a 
peas from Brad ]>ark. 
Fost~ Ued the seore ~ 
than two minutes later, 
z~8 a shot past Mdnche 
bomdeup in the r i i~  race- 
off circle. F'~est gave 
Minnesota the lead qa ln  
on a 204ost screen shot at 
1~:0~ of the third 
But ~Iddleton got ,the 
Boston equalizer with his 
lace off just 11 secoa~ 
later. - ./ ~ . • 
Ho~ton-goalie .Ro~le 
Vaehon preserved the  
victory with a spectacular 
save on Mike.Eaves ff~n 
just BUtaNe the crease in 
the closing secnads. 
Since joinms the ~nn,'in 
1967, Mianeso~a is 0-~-7 in 
Bostnu Garden. 
WAKES CONFERENCE 
Narr lo  B lv l l ln  
WLT F A P 
LOs An•  25 11 ~ 117 149 M 
Montrea l  1 ~5 ~ ] S 185  I~  
Hnrt ford 14 19 9 15,3 202 37 
P i t ts  13 22 7 1SO IM) 33 
Detroit  11 |g B 153 159 30 
Adams Olv lsk le  
Buffalo 19 9 13 I~1 Isx Sl 
Minn 28 I t  10 149 |24 SO 
8Baton 17 1| 7 1S& 14~ 41 
Toronto 14 |~ 6 144 11P4 34 
Quebec 10 21 11 1415 180 31 
CAMPBELL  CONFERENCe 
Poltr ick O lv l ske  
IslanOers 27 10 8 202 141 42 
Phi lo |S I t -7  1i@ I1tl 57 
Calgary 19 15 | 153 153 4& 
Wash 14 18 I I  152 142 31P 
Qongers 14 21 ? 149 1541 35 
• Smytho O iv leN I  
SO.Louis -27 9 7.11| 14441 
Va ~couver  10 12 13 149 145 49 
c r l i c lgo  16 22 .6 140 114 38 
Colorado I$12  6148 110 35 
Edmonton 12 22 Y 1511 I l l  31 " 
Winnipeg .. 4 30 8 132 203 la  
NY  RImDI~ M CAIOWy 
P i t tsburgh at NY  IslonddrS 
BOSSy, NY I  41 30 71 Boston i t  O l t ro l t  
Grntzkyo Edm 21 49 70 Colorodo ol  Vorlcouver 
Tay lor ,  LA 24 45 69 win41il~9 M 
Rogers, Har t  31 35 54, : WOIMOSdoy eomN 
Trof l io r ,  NYt  15 ~49 6,1 " Edm0Mon e l  " Toroflts 
ta -a3  19 LoS Angoles at  Hart ford 
Federko, StL • i9 38 57 St.' Louis a t -P i t t lburg l l~  • ,. 
NIIOSOn, Cat - 31 24 55- Minnesota • at  Suffolo " . 4 r~" ~ 9~ ' ' ~:F' t ~" 
Gerber, POe . 
_ , 
. , .•  . 
. ,  . - . 
We will charge no interestover a 12 month period 
on our complete line of waterbeds and acceuodes. 
AESO . ,,,. 
INTRODUCIr  ' 
PACIFIC FRAMES 
at 
100 OFF 
i 
I 
4604 Lakelse Ave. 
635-9178 
BAST w,.. m sltBEO 
CityCentre Mall 
639-9151 
r'~ 
t _ 
J 
t 
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MILLS MEMORIAL WEIGHT 
THRIFT SHOP WATCHERS 
Mil ls Memorial Hospital Meeting heldevery Tuesday 
Auxiliary would appreciate at 7 pm in the Knox United 
• any donations of good, clean Church Hall, 4907 Lazelle 
clothing, any household Ave. 
Items,. toys etc. for their 
Thr i f t  Shop. For pickup MEALSON 
service phone 635.5320 or 635- WHEELS 
5223 or leave donatlons at the Available to elderly, hen- 
Thrift Shop on Lazelle Ave. dicapped, chronically III or 
on Saturdays between 11 am 
and 3 pm. Thank yOu. 
TERRACE 
HOMEIMAKER 
SERVICES 
provide assistance with 
household management and 
dai ly  l iving activit ies to 
aged, handicapped con- 
valescents, chronically Ill, 
etc. 
Park Ave, 
INCH ES AWAY 
CLUB 
meets every Tuesday night 
at 7:30 In the Skeena Health 
Unit. For Information phone 
635-3747 or 635-4565. 
BIRTHRIGHT 
Pregnant? In need of sup- 
port? Call Birthright 635- 
3907. 
Office Is NOW open every 
Thursday 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
No.3-4621 Lakelse Ave. Free 
contidentlal pregnancy tests 
available. 
6358-1227 635.3164 
h 
KITIMATA.A. 
Construction Group 
in Kitlmat 
telephone 632-3713 
MEETINGS 
Monday - Step Meetings 8: 30 
pm Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed 
Meetings 8:30 pm United 
Church. 
Fridays - Open Meetings 8:38 
prn Skeena Health Un i t ,  
KItimat General Hospital. 
AI.Anon Meetings - Tuesday 
8 pm United Church. 
convalescents - -  hot full 
course meals delivered 
Monday, Wednesday and 
Thursday. Cost: minimal. 
Phone Homemaker Set. 
vices. Do you ever need help in a 
635-5135 hurry? Need a Job done or 
4603 Park Ave. need a job? Phone 
GOLDEN RULE 
LADIES Employment Agency 
SLIM LINE at Terrace 
CLUB 635.4535 or drop In at 2.3238 
meets Monday evening 6:30 Kalum Street next to B.C. 
pm --  United Church Tel Office. 
r 
basement, Kltlmat. The 
TERRACE THREE 
ALCOHOLICS RIVERS 
ANONYMOUS WORKSHOP 
¢15.9052 is open to the public. We • 
438-1514 have macrame, quilts and 
6.15-4646 various wool products. 
Meetings • Monday Knox Hours: 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
United Church 8:30 pm. Monday to Friday. 
Thursday Mills Memorial 
Hospital 8:30 pro. RAPE RELIEF 
Saturday Open Meeting AbortlonCounselllng 
Mills Memorial Hospital 8:30 & Crisis Line for 
pm. 638-8388 
Cornmtmlfy Servlc~ 
Coming Even11 
Notices 
61ctlns 
Engagements 
N l i r r J ipn 
OtoituarieS 
Card of Tnanka 
In ~n '~ ' ium 
AUClIO~I 
Perlonal 
Business Pereonol 
Found 
Lost 
Help Wanted 
Situut io~11 Want~l 
Prlx~,rty for Rent 
TV & Sltren 
Musical Inotruments 
I 
2 Furniture & Appliances 30 Wanted to Rent 52 
3 Garage Sale 31 Business Pro~oerty $4 
4 Motorcycles 32 PrcH0erfy for Sale 55 
S FOr Sale Mlecellaneous 33 eu~ne~ Opportunity 
6 For Rent ~lecollaneous 34 Automobiles 
8 Swap & Tribe 3S TrUCks 511 
9 For Hire 36 MObile HOChes 59 
10 Pets 37 Tenders SO 
13 Wonted MlKellanedus ,11 Properly Wanted 61 
14 Marine 39 Aircrafts 63 
15 Mechlherv for Sale 4t L~ns 64 
16 Rooms for Rent 4.1 Flhenclll 65 
19 R~m & B~ard 44 Recreational Vehicles M 
24 HomeS for Rent 47 5Orvlces 67 
25 Suites for Rent 44 Legal 611 
211 Homes for Sate /4) PrOfesslonats 69 
29 Homes Wanted 50 Livestock 70 
CLASSI FLIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY 
20 wOrdS Or less S2.00 per InsertioN. Over 20 
words ~ cent~ Oar word. 3 or more conlecullve 
Inlertiofle S1.SO Per IfllerIIon. 
REFUNDS 
First insertion1 charged for whether r~ or not. 
AbseluIIly tIQ refunds after ed has been set, 
COIRICl'IOMS: 
MuSt be made before second Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for only one incorrect 
ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
Sl.00 pick UO. 
$1.7S moiled. 
CLASSIFIED OISPLAY: 
Rates available Ul~n request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIleD RATe: 
211 cents per ogefe line. Minimum charge S~.00 
per insertion, 
LEGAL * POLITICAL and TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
.3SC oar line. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 INr line per month. On 8 minimum four 
mo~m bests. 
COMING EVENTS: 
Flat Rite S2.~O. 2S worcls or leSS, maximum five 
days. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
NOCn tWO days prior tO publication day. 
CI.ASSIPl ID:  
11:00 a,m. on day previous 1o day of I~Jbllcat[on 
Mo~lay to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH ORDER othor 
Shah BUSINESSES WITH AN ESTABLISHED 
ACCOUNT. 
S l rv~ ¢ l~ l r | l  at SI,N aft l i t  N.S.F. ¢beeuel. 
WBOOINO OESCelPTIONS: 
NO charge provided newo submitted within (me 
moilth, 15.00 production charge for wedding and. 
or engagement pictures. NeWS Of weddlngl 
(wrlte.uas) received one month or more after 
event $10.00 charge° with or without p]¢lure. 
SubjeCt to condensMIon. Payable in advance. 
BoX )99~ T in ' le t ,  J.C. HOME DELIVERY 
VSO |M9 Pfl~O 635.6357 
CLASSIFIED ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
Notices 5.SO 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages S.50 
Obituaries 5.50 
Card of Thanks 5.50 
In Mem0rlum 5.SO 
PHONE 635.4000 -- CllSslfled Advertising 
Oel~rtment. 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
Eneutlvl OcMber I, IRa 
Slngfe Copy 
By carrier mlh, $3.SO 
8y Carrier year 3a,00 
By Mall 3 mille. 2~,00 
By Mall 6 mtm. 3S.OO 
By mall t yr,53.00 
Senior Citizen I yr. 30.00 
British Commoflweoltn and United StaleS of 
America 1 yr. 65.0g 
The Her01d re.rYes the right to clOeSlIy ads 
under appropriate Ileadlnga and to let  rates 
therefore and tO determine page location. 
The Herald re~es  the right to revile, edit, 
clal l l fy or relent any advertisement and to 
retain any answers directed tO the Herald Box 
Reply Service and to ref~ly the cuetomer the 
sum I~id for the edvertllemeflt and box rental. 
BOX replies on "Hold" lestr~ctiolls not picked up 
within 10 days Of expiry of an edvertisement wil l  
be destroyed unless mailing Insh~ctlons" are 
received, Th0~e answering Box Numbers are 
reduested not to send orlglnels el ~cuments to 
avoid 10is, All claims Of errors in ad- 
vettilement~ must be received by the l~Jbll~ler 
within 30 days after the firSt p~bllcetlOrl. 
It is agreed by th0 odvsrtiler equesting mace 
that the liability Of the Herald In the event of 
failure to publish an idvertilement or In the 
event of in  error appearing In trill ndverllsement 
as pebllshed shall be limited to the amount paid 
by the advertiser for only one Incorrect in~rtlon 
for the pornon Of the edverllslng soece o¢cupled 
by the IncOrrect or omitted item only, and that 
1here snoll be no liability to any extent greater 
thin the amount paid for such odverllslnp. 
Advornsements mUSt comply with 1he erit l ln 
Columbia Human RlghtIAct which prohibits any 
edwrnolng that dllKrimlnates 8golnst any 
person because Of his rKe, relig;o~l, sex, color, 
nationality, ancestry or piece Of origin, or 
becoule his ago Is belween ~1 Ind 65 yeere, 
unless the condlnOfl IS Justified by a loon0 fide 
requirement for the work InVOlVed. 
TERRACE 
K|TIMAT 
*= 
Classified Mail-in Form 
Your  Ad  .............................................................. 
** . so . , . ,  , . . . ,ooo . . .  ,o ** , * *ooeo° 'e°e l '~°° l °° l l l * ' °e  I°a I °  °eH°° I "  H ' ' ' e  * 
Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Address  ............................... 
To~n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Phone No. of  Days  . . . . . . . . . .  
C lass i f i ca t ion  ................................... Send ad a long  w i th  
cheque or  money  order  to :  
20 words  o r  less: S2 per day  DAILY  HE  RALD 
S4.SO for  th ree  consecut ive  days  3010 Ka lum St. 
$6 for four  consecut ive  days  Ter race ,  B.C. 
$7.50 for  f i ve  consecut ive  days  VaG 2M7 
ALANON & 
ALATEEN MEETINGS 
N~ndays at Mills Memorial 
Hospital at 8 p.m. 
Ann 635-2776 
DEBT 
COUNSELLOR 
AND 
CONSUMER 
COMPLAINTS 
OFFICER 
Funded by B.C. Dept. of 
Consumer Services. Terrace 
Communi ty  Serv ices  
Building, 4603 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 1V6. Free 
government sponsored aid to 
anyone having debt 
problems through over- 
extending credit. Budgeting 
advice available. Consumer 
complaints handled. Area 
covered - 70 mile radius from 
Terrace Including Kltlmat. 
Terrace office open dally 
2:30 to 5pm Phone 638.1256 
for appointment. A.M. phone 
635-5135. 
GENERAL MEETING 
Terrace Women's Centre 
Soc ie ty  Wednesday ,  
January 14th, 7:30 p.m. 
Women's Centre, 4711 
Lazelle Avenue, Telephone 
635-5145. 
OPEN HOUSE Friday 
January 16th, 1981 12:00 
noon • 7:00 p.m. Women's 
Centre, 4711 Lazelle 
Avenue. Telephone 635. 
5145. 
(p4-16J) 
THE NORTHWEST Flying 
Asseclatlon will hold their 
monthly meeting on 
Wednesday, January 14th, 
8 p.m., at the Flight School 
at the Airport. 
(ncs.14J) 
THE REGULAR monthly 
meeting of Terrace 
Chapter R.N.A.B.C. will 
take place Tuesday, 
January 13th, 7:30 p.m., In 
the nurses lounge of Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
(nc.13J) 
ID CERAMICS, evening 
classes commence Jan. 
26, 1981. Teacher cer. 
rifled by the National 
Ceramic Manufacture 
Association. 635.9246. 
(c5-1SJ) 
MR. JOHN 6JORNE 
HAALAND passed away at 
Skeenavlew Lodge on 
December 27, 1980. He was 
born in 1897 In Bergen 
Norway and was a long 
time resident of Terrace 
since 1941. He was a 
Member of K Itselas 
Masonic Lodge No.123, 
Terrace, B.C. and the 
Shrine Club. He is survived 
• by his wife, Florence 
Mur le l  and son Aaron 
Campbell  Haaland of 
Nanaimo, B.C. Funeral 
Services were held on 
Wednesday, December 31, 
1980 at 2:00 p.m. from 
MacKay's Funeral Chapel 
on Davis Avenue. Ray. 
Dave Martyn officiated. 
Burial took place in the 
Ter race  Mun ic ipa l  
Cemetery .  MacKay 's  
Funeral Services are In 
charge of the 
arrangements. 
(nc1-13J] 
MADAME FOHTAINE will 
be available for psychic 
read ings  beg inn ing  
Friday, Jan. 16, 1981. 
Phone 635.4059 for ap- 
pointment. 
(p3-15i) 
HARLEY'S 
PalMing& 
Deceratlng 
Drywall .  Stucco. Tile 
Linoleum & Carpet 
Free Estimates 
Phone 6311.1095 
(am-2.1.81) 
FILTER 
THE TERRACE Pipes and QUEEN 
Drums Society proudly Sales& Service 
presents the Seventh Phone 
Annual Rabble Burns 63S.7096 
Night Banquet and Dance, (am-2.1-81) 
on January 24th, 1981, at 
6:30 p.m. at the Lakelse 16223 CANADA LTD. 
Hotel Banquet Room. General Contractor 
Tickets are I17.S0 per Foundation 
parson. Contact John at Complete house 
635.2456 or Laurie at 635-  renovations 
7690. 638-1787 6~.31D8 
[p16.23j) (am-2.1-B1) 
TERRACE & DISTRICT 
Chamber of Commerce 
Installation of Officers for 
1981 wil l  take place at 
Manuel's Restaurant on 
Saturday, January 17th, 
1981. A limited number of 
tickets are avellable and 
further Information can be 
obtained from the 
Chamber office, 635.2063. 
(pS.16J) 
KITIMAT COMMUNITY 
Services Is hosting the 1981 
Calendar of Community 
Events meeting on Wed. 
needoy, January 21 at 8 
p.m. at the Legion. All 
local clubs and 
organizations which wil l  be 
holding bazaars, bottle 
drives, dances, fund- 
raisers, etc. In 1981 and 
early 198112 are Invited fo 
come out and have their 
events placed on the  
Calendar. This meeting is 
held annually to eliminate 
conflict of events and dates 
In Kltlmat. 
(p5.1~1) 
OIABETES 
ASSOCIATION Meeting on 
Jan. 22 at 8 p.m. In the 
Education Room of Mills 
Memor ia l  Hosp i ta l .  
Speaker: Pharmacist on 
Drug Interaction and 
Diabetes. Anyone Is 
,elcome. 
(ncS-l&J) 
JDLGENERAL 
CONTRACTING LTD. 
Construction 
Renovation 
Foundation 
63,5-,1145 
(am-2-1-81) 
K&K 
SMOKED SAUSAGE 
Will prepare fresh or 
smoked sausage from 
game or domestic meats. 
I.~.4098 
(am.2-1.B1) 
PHILMERCURE 
General'Repatrs 
& Painting 
3234 Kofoed Dr. 
Terra ca, B.C. 
phone 63S.21S1 
• (am.2-1-81) 
THOMSON & SONS 
General Omtradera 
Sewer and water  con- 
nectlons, digging, back- 
tiffing, septic systems and 
mowplowlng. AI Thomson. 
L1S.7517 
(am-2-i-81) 
LOST PAIR of white geese 
In the college area. 
Phone 638.1608 after S 
pro. 
(nc5.15~1) 
BOOKKEEPER 
OFFICE 
SUPERVISOR 
Required for 10.1 bed 
acute care hospital. The 
Incumbent will assist 
the accountant In 
maintenance, 
preparation and In- 
vestigation concerning 
all f inancial and 
statistical Information. 
A graduate" of, or a 
student member of a 
re,~gnlzed accounting 
program or equivalent 
bank ing  and  
bookkeeping experience 
Is required. Initiative 
and the aptitude for 
close concentration to. 
detail is essential. 
H.E.U. col lective 
agreement is In effect. 
Apply In confidence 
with resume to: 
Pe{sonnel Director 
M i l l s  Memor ia l  
Hospital 
4720 Haugland, 
Terrace, B.C. 
VgG 2W7 
635-2211 
(a2-13,16i) 
i 
L ICENCED 
R EAL  ESTATE 
PEOPLE 
New Century  21 of f ice  in 
Vancouver has several sales 
end referral ix~lltions open. 
Free advanced training 
programs. Computer and 
catalogue listing service. 
Enquiries invited from B.C. 
Interior areas. Come, sell 
mere the action Is best. 
Please call collect, Bill 
Rogers at 321.4125, Century 21 - 
Gallagher Really Inc., 51116 
victoria Drive, Vancouver, 
B.C. VSP 3V2. 
(al-13j) 
Permanent full t ime 
Project Workers required 
for a Community 
Recreation and Living 
Skills Program to assist 
persons who experience a 
chron ic  psych ia t r i c  
disabi l i ty or Illness in 
developing community 
riving skills. 
Salary $700 per month 
"plus full benefits. 
Preference given to 
Handicapped or Native 
persons. 
Interested people please 
contact: 
Canada Employment 
Centre 
4630 Lazelle 
Terrace, B.C. 
(c5-14j) 
PERMANENT part time 
person for reception, 
general clerical and 
other related duties. 
Resume requested.  
Phone 6384165 for ap- 
pointment for Interview. 
(ctfn-9-2-81) 
EARN EXTRA income 
S200- $1,000 per month 
part time. .Tralnlng 
provided. Phone 635.7508. 
(p3-13J) 
PROJECT 
MANAGER 
Required Immediately by 
"Bridge The Gap" Society: 
A Projed Manager for a 
LEAP funded Youth 
Project. 
- Responsible for overall 
admin is t ra t ion  under 
direction of Board. 
Will develop and 
operate relevant training 
programs for youth. 
- To manage and 
supervise staff. 
- Responsible for all  
necessary fund acquisition 
for Prolect. 
- Must have minimum 1 
year administration and 
management experience. 
Must have Post 
Secondary Education In 
,Social Science. 
- Experience In dealing 
with all levels of Govern. 
ment and Indian 
Organizations is an asset, 
- Must be able to relate to 
youth. 
DEADLINE for ap- 
pl ication JANUARY 31, 
19111. 
Please lend Resume in 
contldence to: 
Ms. Nancy Plasway, 
Chairperson 
Box 1030 
Burns Lake, B.C. 
V0J 1E0 
(c2-9,12J) 
OFFICE MANAGER for 
Construction project. To 
assume responsibilities of 
construcllon field office in 
Terrace area, Must be 
experienced in payroll ,  
costing and accounts 
payable-receivable. Valid 
industrial first aid cer- 
tificate an asset. Send 
resume in confidence to 
Emil Anderson Coast. Co. 
Ltd., Box 1030, Hope, B.C. 
Attention Robert L.O. 
Orris, office ad- 
ministrator. 
(c10.16J) 
SMALL renovation jobs. 
Phone 635.2417. 
(pOO.3f) 
JOHN DEERE 410 
Backhoe. Phone 635.6454. 
(c8-16j) 
WILL DO babysitting in 
my own home. Infant to 5 
years old. Phone 635. 
7307. 
sffn.7.1-81 ) 
UTILITY trailer for sale. 
$200. Phone 635.3295. 
(c5.13i) 
MISC. HOUSEHOLD goods 
including rocking chair, 
re:liner, sewing machine 
and cabinet, high chair, 
car bed, decorator 
bricks, baby sled, plants, 
knit knacs, and kitchen 
utensils. Phone 638.1079. 
(c3.13J) 
FRESH jumbo shrimp for 
sale, from Rupert. $2.00 
per pound. Friday, Jan. 16. 
To order call 635.3975. 
(c4.16j) 
1977 CHEV'Crew Cab. 
Auto, P.S., Disc brakes 
new. New fires. Excellent 
condition. $5500. 2 ol l  
furnaces S1000 or $800. 10 
oil stoves $25. each. 
Washer spin dryer $75. 
Phone 635.5290. 
(c5.19j) 
FOR SALE: Washer and 
dryer. Kenworth. 18t/2 ' 
Inboard.outboard. Dining 
table and chairs. 2 AM 40 
channel CBs. Phone 635- 
3853. 
(c5.16l) 
FOR SALE complete line of 
Tack end Saddlery sup- 
piles.. Satellite Vinyl & 
Fabrics. R.R.3 Johns 
Road. Phone 635.4548. 
(cffn-1-12-80) 
350 REBUILT motor. New 
cam. lifters, bearings $500. 
Phone 635.5648. 
(cffn.12.1.80) 
FOR S~LE'I Pioneer chain 
saw. 30" bar, good 
condition, Sliver Beauty 
baflery charger. 100 amp 
cranking power. 6, 8 or 12 
volt 20 amp p.c. Phone 
635.2803. 
(pS.14J) 
KITTENS to give away. 
Phone 635-3689. 
(ncS.19J) 
BEDROOM with private 
kitchen end private bath 
facilities. Nice and clean. 
Close to town. Phone 635. 
anytime. 
(p1-13j) 
TWO bedroom split level 
duplex in town. Wall to 
wall carpeting. Stove and 
fridge. No pets. Phone 635- 
5464. 
(C4.16J) 
YOUNG girl requires 
female roommate for 2 
bedroom trailer to share 
expenses. Phone 635- 
9727. 
(c5-14i) 
SMALL 2 BEDROOM 
Cabin. Furnished. Located 
In good area  In Thornhlll 
Phone 635.3561. 
(c3-14J) 
3 BEDROOM house trl. 
l eve l ,  downtown,  
assumeable 11~/2 percent 
mortgage. Fireplace, fruit 
trees, oak flooring and 
workshop.  635-3172 
anytime. 
[cffn-jan.13.80) 
6 YEAR OLD three 
bedroom home in Hor. 
seshoe area. 5022 Welsh 
Avenue. Also 1972 GMC ~/2 
ton with canopy. Good 
condition. Phone 638.1550 
after S 
(p2.13,16j) 
3 BEDROOM home at quiet 
location on dead end street 
with paved driveway. Has 
wall to wall carpet, full 
basement, (par t ia l l y  
finished), and fireplace. 
Landscaped lot with fruit 
trees and glass 
greenhouse. Phone 635- 
4741. 
(p10.15i) 
PRIME OFFICE space for 
rent. Central location on 
Lakelse Avenue. Ira. 
mediate occupancy. Phone 
638.~81. 
(c'20-6F) 
BUILDING available March 
1, 1981. Prime 4600 Block 
Lakelse Avenue. 2013 sq. 
ft. One floor office or retail 
plus parking. Contact 
David Lane, Lane Ap. 
praisals, Terrace. Phone 
635.6723. 
(ctfn-12-17.80) 
RETAIL SPACE for rent• 
1400 sq. ft. on Kelth Ave. 
Available Immediately. 
Phone 847.2263 (Smlthers). 
(cffn.1.12.80) 
FOR RENT: Office space. 
Contact Manuel at 635.7750 
or 635.5194. 
(cffn-18.12.80) 
WAREHOUSE ana office 
unit for rent. H-J 3010 
Kelum St, Rent $4.00 per 
square foot. Phone 635. 
2312. 
(cffn-12.1.80) 
OFFICE SPACE for rent 
downtown Terrace. Phone 
255.1939. 
(cffn.12.1.80) 
900 SQUARE FEET on 
second floor. Air con. 
dltloned. Located at 4623 
Lakelse Avenue. Phone 
635-2552. 
(cffn-12-1.80) 
1910 CAMERa Z28. Must 
sell Immediately. No 
reasonable offer refused. 
638.1335. 
(~-14J) 
19/5 DODGE Monaco. P.S., 
P.B., rebuilt trans., 
automatic 360 engine. 
Phone 635-9323. 
(p20.gf) 
| , ,~ ..................................... IL 
57.J :~ 
AUTOMOBILES, " 
1977 FORD Granada Ghla. 
Air conditioning, cruise 
¢ontroh good condition.. 
Call Donna 635.3144. 
• . (c5-141) 
197e HONDA Civic 
Good condition, low 
mileage. $3500, Phone 
d~8-1415. 
(c7-161) 
FACTORY. stock 1967 COr- 
vefle Roadster.2 tops. 427- 
425 HP, 4 speed, 4 r~ew 
radial TA's, California car 
Only Interested parties. 
Call 635.2833 or 638.1052 
after 7p,m. 
(cffn-ll-12.~0) 
IIM2 BISCAYNE 
Chevrolet. Good running 
condition. Firm $500. Call 
betwnen 6 p.m. and 8 
p.m. 632.5913. 
(sffn.8-2-81) 
1977 DODGE I~ ton P.S,. 
P.B., canopy. Phone 635- 
4297. 
(1~16[) 
FOR SALE . 1973 GMC 
heavy duty V= ton 4x4 auto. 
Turn out hubs. New box, 
tailgate ar~l paint. Fro~t 
end brakes • and tran- 
smlsal0n recently redone. 
Mechanically sound, In- 
sulated campy and 2 sets 
of mounted tires. $4,000. 
Phone 63,S~116. 
(cS.16J) 
11r~ FORD Bronco. 45,000 
klm. PS, PB. Auto. Askin~ 
S9AO0 or bent offer. Phone 
635.2.rV06. 
(cS.16J) 
1976 GMC Suburban. ~ ten 
4x4. Asking $5,000. Phone 
63~34,~. 
(cl0-;~J) 
1974 HEAVY duty half.foe 
pickup. New engine. New • 
exhaust, White spoke 
mags, Priced for quick 
~.ste. Phone 635-9245 after 
5 p.m. " 
(p4-131) 
1980 3/4 TON GMC Camper 
Special High Sierra. PhoM 
632.3805. 
(cffn-15-12-80) 
12xS2 MOBILE home. Ex. 
cellent condition. Frldge 
and stove Included. Phone 
635-2833 or evenings 638- 
1052. 
(ctfn.2.12-80) 
FOR SALE • Light weight 
tandem ~xle 5th wheel 
trailer. 7x12 ft. bed, 3 ton 
capacity, bultt for 
foreign pickup truck. 
Ficfure of unit on 
request. V/rite to R.G. 
Green. 44~A Sherbrooke 
Avenue. Prince Rupert, 
B.C. V8G 3V9. 
(p3-16J) 
NEEDA NEW hobby this 
winter, Try "TrI-Chem" 
Liquid Embroidery, Fun 
for all ages. For more 
Information phone 63~. 
7S9~. 
(p3.151) 
I 
SHIPPER NOTICE 
The undersigned carrier 
has mode application to 
increase rates and charges 
In his flied tariffs, . 
,%blect h~ consent by the 
Motor Carrier Com- 
mission, proposed rat~s 
will become effective, on or" 
afar, February 16, 1981. 
Proposed rates may be 
examined at the offices of 
the undersigned carder. 
Reprenengatlon may be 
made ~o the Superlntemdent 
of /~or  Carriers, Bur- 
naby, B.C., upto Januaw 
3), 1981. 
H.H. Wllllamson, for 
5555 Taxi (1978) Ltd, 
(a1-131) 
Watson buys new ship 
V/~NCOUVER (CP) ~ Environmentalist Paul 
Watson has bought a new anti-whaling ship to • 
replace the scuttled Sea Shepherd. 
The new ship, a former North Atlantic b'awler, is 
already scheduled io attend several conaez~vatiun 
campaigns ~round the world, said Watson, head of 
the Vaneouver-bascd Sea Shepherd Conservation - 
Society. " 
Watson said the society raised SII0,C00 to buy the 
vessel through the sale of movie and book righis to 
the Sea Shepherd story and from membership in the 
society. 
Warner Bros. paid $250,000 for the rights to the 
story in November, but Watson doesn't expect he 
movie to be made right away, Watson sald-Nortun 
Publishing House of New York will be publishing Ms ' 
biography.next 0etcher and the film script will be 
written after the book is published. 
Under Wateou's command, the first Sea Shepherd 
rammed and seriously damq~d the pirate wbalh~ 
ship Sierra near the Portugase sho~ July, 17;9. The 
Sea_ Shepherd, a converted British trawler, was 
.seized by Portuguese authorities and attempts by 
Watson to repq~ss, it legally proved fntile. 
W~n Watson returned to Portugal in December, 
1979, he discovered his ship was to be turned over to 
the company which owned the Sierra. He and two 
friends neaked on board, opened the sea cocks and 
scuttled the Sea Shepherd on Jan. I, I~0. 
Watson said'the new Sea Shepherd, with a 
volunteer c ew of 12, RAiled from Yorkshire Friday 
and will arrive in Scolland next week for refitti~ 
and pa~l~, • 
. In  February the Sea Shepherd will sail to the 
co,  it of Labrador for unothe~ confroutatim with 
Canadian and Norwegian commercial sealing 
fleets, ha said.Watson was given a court ='der last 
March beaning him from the seal hunt for three 
years, but he plans to defy the order. 
"The Sea Shepherd will have British ownership 
and a British ling.and we won't go inside Canada's 
three-mile territorial limit," said Wats~. "So no 
one can tuneh us in internafloual waters. 
The new Sea Shepherd will sail from Labrador to 
a U.S. port and then proceed to the West Coast via 
the Panama Canal. Watson said a side trip niay be 
made to Peru whore pirate .whaling ships are still 
uperaUng. 
Later in the year the.shlp will campaign against 
Russian whalers whlch have a quota of 180 grey 
whales in th e Bering SeA this year. It will also at- 
tempt o intervene in the Alaska fur seal harvest= 
In I~M~ the SeaSbepbeed will soft to Antarctica for 
a major connervatlou campailpz at .the South Pole, 
be said. 
S " 4418 '  
Rabbit-eaters on' increase [' 
people, who 'enjoy rabbit 
~ttea can't get It." 
One factor against 
supping on rabbit is its 
price, which at $2.75 a 
pound is about twice the 
price of chicken.' 
One ressm for the higher 
cost i s  that despite the 
• rabbit's reputation for fast 
I reed ing-  Mrs. Rabbit 
can have as many as 45 
• babies a year - -  they have 
a high mortality rate. 
Another. reason i~. that 
only about 50par cent of the 
rabbit is edible, compared 
with 75 per cent of "a 
chicken, for example. And 
the rabbit has to eat nearly E 
Quebec, Boutin said, 
althongh few are in it full- 
Ume and many close down 
for winter because they do 
not have adequate 
b~Idings. 
In 1979, they preduoed for 
commercial sale some 
197,000 rabbits, and the 1900 
f i~  should top 150,000. 
But BouUn estimated~ the 
real total in closer to 
"600,00(], which includes 
rabbits sold directly to 
regular customers and 
those comumed by the 
producer= themselves, who 
are the biggest rabbit ea- 
ters, 
The Herald, Tuesday, January 13, 1981, Page I! 
Sales are picking up, 
however, as rabbit i nnnm 
and Boutln's department 
do some low.key 
promotion, The province's 
third rabbit abattoir, 
recently opened near 
Quebec City,, provides 
some supermarket chains 
with fresh meat. 
Stores have found that 
rabbits, which weigh 
between 1.1 and 1.5 
kilograms each, sou best in 
a package of cut-up ieces, 
rather than as whole 
caroa~.  
Boutin also had his 
• department's nutritionist 
produce some rabbit 
recipes. "it's as easy to 
prepare as chicken, bet 
people are afraid to try. 
People don't change asily 
their eating habits." 
• But so far there has bern 
MONTREAL (CP) -- See 
the gentle, furry rabbit 
nudging Easter eggs with a 
quivering nose, 
Now see his pink, furlees 
carcass hanging in your 
supermarket. 
These images are mainly 
responsible for keeping 
Peter Cottontail hopping 
down the bunny trail and 
out of the stewpots of 
Canadian kitchens. 
Nutritionists, however, 
and those rare fotk who sat 
rabbit regularly, will tell 
you that the meat is lean, 
tasty, high in protein and 
easy to digest. 
Most regular rabbit 
eaters in Canada re from 
other countries, par- 
ticularly Europe or China, 
where bare is Canmen 
fare. 
"In France they eat an 
average 9.5 pounds (4.3 
A Complete 
Glass and 
Aluminum Service 
Legion flvenue 
S Terrace, B.C. 
Why p,omote rabbit .ice as m,,ch as =e 
meat? Boutin says it will chicken to produce a - 
help make quebec more kilogram of flesh, Boufin " 
self-mdfidmt in food, since exl~ain~d. 
the meat would cut into A spokesman for 
imported beef con- Stetnberg'a Ltd. said the 
sumption. " supermarket chain began l 
D.B .R .  Cont rac  
Dalt..on Reid 
General Backhoe and 
Snow Removal  
Service 
Phone 
635-3364 
Cecil Gordey 
] 
kilngrams) of rabblt par no big prom.on. "We • - -  h~ozen r'bit in" ~~ H q  
year," Gerard Boutin of want to wait until there's It would also help far- some stores less than a I~  
the Quebec agriculture more avai lable before ma's diversify prodnetion year ago and fresh rabbit 
department said in an in- investing more in ad- to get them through lean about fo~.  months ago. 
terview. "Here ,eat , ,  ..... vertising." years.  . . . . .  Stores in ethnic neigh- ' f t  nPt.qn., . ,m,F .A . U .u l f l r lWi :b /P IP  I;" 
thm~,~:,ha]f a~poaad~:~2~?-. ",~There are some 1,03O "Consumers are also. , ~bends sali *r~ ,oo to '/e~ ~. i (~  .... e NT D " 
gi-am;~).' .. ......... ~ '<rabbit  pmddee]~ r in ..... l nek~ for variety. Even '-128' fresh: rabbits a.weck.. '-" 
. . . . . .  AHD EQUi M[ U .  
PiPE PLUMBING SUPPLIES PUMPS ' 
HOSES NUTS AND BOLTS FENCING 
WATER SOFTENERS AND MORE 
• ,5239 Keith A enu 
WINNIPEG (CP ' -  An about 11 kiinmetree a lltce three to five years away towards ~. . r t  of in. 635 " • 
auto engine that is cheai)er, ~ gasoline truing a cen- . from full development and vestment and show them -7158 . 
fuel-efficient han con- almost 16kiinmelrosalitre of the engine. It's a long- say younan." , 
ventional'models may be with the K.Cycle eh~ine, haul process." . Moat test work- on the 
on the market within five Major manufacturers in Owen said the K-Cycle engine is done on 
years, says the. general Italy and Japan have isn't limited to use in dynamometers - -  a ~ 
IA hiES GRA ) 
Oht La/.'l~ ; R,,a,= 
l'h, ,,~c o38-1oOl 
PENDABL I [  
~ . T  v, I I .O01~hV(;~"" , , , ,~ 
IN.~TAI.I /1 r l (  )N ~,  
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BLACK BELT INSTRUCTION 
shown interest in the K- 
Cycle and Amerlna's big 
three auto makers -- Gee. 
eral Motors, Ford and 
Chrysler - -  have contacted 
Owen about he economical 
motor. 
• K-Cyc le  Eng ines  
received a S3o0,o00 grant 
from the Manitoba 
government last year to 
build a new tent lab, while 
the National Resenrch 
Council (NRC) has 
allocated $340,000 ingrants 
to the enterprise over the 
last three years. 
The NRC financing has 
expired and Owes in ap- 
preaching other federal 
government agencies for 
more aid. The. company 
probably also will ask other 
provinces for auistanoe, 
be said. 
'"We're into the program 
about five years now," he 
said. 
, "The first engine ran in 
1977. We still believe we're 
automobilm. 
"The engine ha= very 
definite applications in 
industrial and agricultural 
.uses ... such things as 
c~npre=mrs, generators, 
t ractors  or  front-end 
loaders .  We ' re  
aggressively pursuing 
'those uses r t~t  now." 
Japan has also 
demonstrated an interest 
in the motor, Owea said, 
but added "Japanese man- 
ufacturers are doing ex. 
tremely web na the world 
market now and are 
therefore reluctant to 
change what they are 
doing." 
proven to be a fuel-saver, 
Owen still has trouble 
selling the idea to investors 
and governments. 
"You still have that 
ci~dlenge to outcome the 
skep~,  rname~  thoee 
people who are pr&lispmed 
machine that measures the 
energy expended by a 
motor-- although shunt 40 
hate  of actual road work 
has also been done. ' 
"The fuel efficiency is 
the predominant rnasun for 
being for the K-Cycle," 
Owen said. But he 
estimated the engine will 
also be 29 to 3O par cent 
lighter than conventional 
models, another significant 
advantage. - 
" I t  will have sub- 
stantially less parts due to 
the fact there is really no.  
valve train, no can/lifters, 
ro~er arms, and valves in 
the eng~e. This should 
produce a less expomive 
engine. We currently 
estimate about a 28-per- 
cent savinl in the mana- 
facturb~ coat." 
Owen said it should also 
meen that once the engine 
Ires been proven reliable, 
sorvicinl should be less 
esponeive. 
manager of the developing 
firro. 
"We've developed a new 
configuration i  which to 
develop the extended 
power stroke and we end up 
with an engine that is 
smaller, lighter in weight 
and potentially quite a bit 
quieter than a conventional 
engine," Jeff Owen of K- 
Cycle Engines said in an 
interview. 
The engine was 
developed in the early 19709 
by Hckea Kristianeen, a
former aeronautical  
engineer add now K-Cycle 
Engines' president. He 
formed the compony in 
1974 and it now employs 28 
people. 
"The extended power 
stroke xtracts ome of the 
energy that nermal).y goes 
into the exhaust of a c~b- 
ventlonal engine and turns 
it into, useful energy," 
Owen said. 
He said a car that gets 
Reactor sales need some hype 
unaecaptable, then the 
policy should at least be 
made clear to potonUal 
customers. 
The study i~ by the 
Toronto consulting firm 6f 
Woods Gordon as part eta  
review of the ouelear In- 
dustry by the energy 
department. It  has not yet 
been mnae public of- 
ficisliy. 
It says e~isting Canadian 
policies handicap the 
Candu export prngram. 
"The key example 
concerns Canada 's  
=dqunrda pofiey ~ is 
unclear to some p~esthtl 
customers and pe~elved to
be more stringent than that 
~r any other supplier. 
"Since there is an inter- 
national n0~p~/~eration 
t reaty ,  Canad ian  
requirements for a 
I~ateral treaty am oun- 
aidered to be net only 
unreaflsUe but an un- 
• warranted intrneinn kto 
the national sovenlgnty of 
countrim." 
The report also says 
sales efforts haven't been 
~'emve e.ouSh or p~d 
eeeugh attentlonto the 
'needs of polant~l fore~, 
elJtOmera. 
CuStomers . .  doubt  
cuuwr  ~ to baud 
meto~ a~d, reel 
h.tmt~ted at the isck of a 
single marketing nges~y 
that will dkal with utilities 
and lind h, duntry so,wee 
as governments • and ~ 
wonder at federal policies' 
that don't support Candu 
sales. 
Fore~ sales Of Candus 
are hancUed by Atomic 
EnerlD, of Canada Ltd., a 
Crown corporation, which 
is "generally viewed as 
unaUrensive and not 
commercially oriented." 
AECL doesn't pay 
en~ attention to non- 
tcclmtcal cmsiderstions, 
the report says. 
The rep~ sqfgesis the 
federal i[oMmmeat' also 
• c~mlder tskin8 back spent 
fuel for disposal in  
radioactive storage sites in 
Canada. 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Sales 
d Can.du nuclear eactors 
are sagging because of stiff 
safeguards against the 
spread r of nuclear  
technology and because the 
interaational sales pitch 
lacks hypa, a special study 
says. 
It suggests the govern. 
mat  consider overhauling 
its safeguards, most 
stringent of exporting 
countries, to ~attract 
potential customers from 
eeumirlea that ha~e dgeed 
the nuclear non- 
proliferation treaty and 
agreed to intet~atlcaal in- 
s~oa.  
But if relaxing the 
sa feguards  is deemed 
em 
® 
.$ 
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Your lndivMual 
FOR WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 14, INI 
What kind of day will tomor- 
row be? To find out what the 
stars any, read the forecast 
given for your birth Sign. 
ARIES 
Watch out for power plays 
affecting career. CompeUtors 
play rough. Soft-pedal dif. 
ferences with one close to you 
and ward off disputes. 
TAURUS ~ 
(Apr. 2O tolVhy 20) 
l-le~th matters require at- 
tention. Watch self- 
indulgence. Superiors are 
quick to take offense. Give 
them no reason to complain. 
GEMII~ 
(May21 toJune20) ~ 
Sidestep clandestine 
meetings. You can bite oH 
moce than you can chew. Do 
ooth/ng to arouse suspicion or 
enmity in others. 
CANCER @(:3 
(June 21 to July22) 
Invited guests could I~,ome 
witnesses to a row. It's best 
not to mix friends and family 
at present. M~inta/n the 
peace. 
~o ~ 
(July 23 toAug. 22) 
Delays and hedging affect 
business matters. Your pa. 
t/enee in tested• Do nothin~ to 
antagonize others, or law suits 
could result. 
v=~ ~,~ 
(Au~. ~3 toSel~. 221 
Some people are prone to be 
unethical. This can relate to 
either a work or money mat- 
ler. Do not expect others to 
live up to your standards. 
LIBRA .fL r~ (sep~ =tooct.~,) - - - -  
Care I~ needed in |01nt finan- 
eiul dealings. Avoid petty p.m. 
arKuments. A fmnily member 
questions your attitude about 
rno~ey. 
co-worker could be in a testy 
mood. Avoid confro~tat/ens. 
(Dec. ~toJan. 191 
You're inclined to 
overspend now. Mixing 
1 i  with ple&qure won't 
brin~ uatidactory re~lts, 
Supertors are to~,  
AQUARIUS ~;~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 181 
NOt a time to trust otbers 
with sec~els. Tensim on the 
domestic front must be 
ndnindzed. Avoid arguments 
with tlwse close toyou. 
P~ ~ 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 2O) 
Be eardul what you sign 
now. or later you r~ay wish 
you had. Avoid arguments 
with ne l l .  Stay dear of 
involved situat/om. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
versatile and ~ l /ned  to 
take a routine job. Yon like 
adventure and are liable to ex. 
pedment before settlin8 on a 
career. Your greatest ucce~ 
comes when ym develop 
soda] awareness. Then you're 
likely to make a valuable on- 
tributiou to either the arts or 
public service. Though you 
can suoreed In besine~, rsstst 
the temptation to Iz oppor. 
tualstic. Law, banking, 
brokerage and large vontm-es 
often appeal to you. In the 
arts, you'll find suc~s~ as a 
writer, or/tie, namlelan, actor 
or designer. B/rthdate 011: 
Joseph L0eey, film dlreeto¢; 
Albert Sehweitzer, 
hunu~tarian; and John Dos 
Pas~.  novelist. 
Abby 's  F i r s t  25  
Insp i re  a Look  Back  
By Abiga i l  Van  Buren  
r IM1 by Uni~ul I~eSS yn~cale 
DEAR READERS: Today marks the 25th anni- 
versary of this column, and I sm filled with gratitude 
to: 
My twin,* Eppie. who only months before I began 
writing landed the job of writlng the Ann Landers 
column and gave me the inspiration to strike out on 
my own. 
ACROS~ 37 Emulate a ZCorn product ]i Sight in 
1 Male swan scholar 3 Like S/cily 
4 Route 48 Sabot Frank 
8 Ptmeent il l~fi@lsce Sinatra 
flavor 48 Pickerel i Treaties 
lZ Feel peorly 48 War SOd S Throb 
13 "God's 17 English river 6 Prefix for 
Little --" 48 &qrouaut's angle 
14 State module 7 With it 
If ~ome stodu I! Im l~ l  8 Type ~ 
17 S~ade of 50 Raced bicycle 
51 Soap ! Eager 
18 Suffix with insredJent 10 ~lekmune 
kitchen DOWN for Helen 
19 In a strange 1 Carriage 11 Lady 
way feature Jane 
N Between " 
twelve and 
twenty 
:~ Uon's pride 
Author Setm 
~S Recellect 
Menu item 
~0 Foundation 
31 Pino,~.h/o's 
nenm/s 
City official 
Undiluted 
Swimmer's 
units 
U Engender 
Avg• soluUou t/me: ~S men. 
OR' rmo 0 .~ 
T,T t_ E ,~.~ L.A.MJ 
L_~IES.-r'_,.Y_E S I 
N.C 
8-8 
Auswer to yellerdny's panic. 
11 Bflin 
20 Scarlett's 
borne 
21Cllendeol ' 
suffix 
~ltUls 
23Idi-- 
roudway 
a Sunf~ 
~ Irdend 
~Type of pipe 
Donley's 
remark 
33 Flrst.b0rn 
34 S~ge item 
~ Run, as 
dye~ 
31Stri~e, 
38 Rent 
3~ Addict, 
today 
4O Word vdth 
miracle 
4O ---relief 
t~ Sass 
44 Under lock 
and-- 
4O Dutch uncle 
Yesterday's Cry~tequlp -- PANIC-STI~CKEN POLITICIAN 
IN SMOKE-FILLED ROOM CALLS FIRE DEPARTMENT. 
Today's Crypt0q~p clue: P equals O 
leith" used stands for anoth~. If you think th~l Z equals 0, It 
will equal 0 ~-o~beut the pmzle. S/n~e letters. ~ w~ds, 
and w~is ua/nS an apo~ophe ~n ~ive ~on u l~ to l~t/nS 
vomb• Solution is accomplished bytrial and error. 
HEATHCLIFF 
Secret matters could come i 
to liaht now. Avoid coutrover, i 
action. Handle ein~e ties 
with kid gloves, lest 
arlumeni~ erupi. 
sA~rrrsmus ~ 
(Nov• 22 toDee. 21) 
A friend could renege on a xYWE SAW THAT IX ) t~ FIR.~T/" 
fl{:~rt^ri , 
"When I said you  cou ld  have  your  
f r iends  over  fo r  lunch ,  I meant  
humans." 
[ am profoundly indebted to the hundreds of editors 
who bought he Dear Abby column early and made it 
successful, And to you, my readers, I am eatremely 
grateful for providing me daily with letters so 
haman, se poignant and so outrageously fanny that 
at times the column practically writes ItselL 
Please don't ask me when I plan to retire. I have no 
such plane• I intend to continue writing this column 
just ns long as you and the Good Lord let me. 
M3VE, AEBY 
P•S. His my style chunged much in 25 years? You be 
the judge. Tbe following I~ a reprint, in part, of the 
very first "Dear Abby" column, ae it appeared I , the 
Snn Pranels¢o Chroalele on January 9, 1956. 
DEAR ABBY: I have never written to the puper for advice 
before, ~ut need help desperately and cannot alk to my 
family or friends about my problem. I am a private secretary' 
to a well-knoWn executive in the bay area. l have been 
employed by him for five years. You may think this sounds 
cheap, but We are deeply in love. His wife speaks to him 0nly 
when she wants money, and he has no respect or affection 
for her. He has told me repeatedly that I am the woman he 
loves, but we can't consider marriage because it would ruin 
him financially and socially. In addition to an excellent 
salary, he bus given me an automobile, a fur coat and he 
pays my rent. When he takes business trips, I always go 
along. 1 am not getting any younger, yet I feel one day he 
will make me hie wife. What do you think? 
CONFIDENT 
DEAR CONFIDENT: I think your boss is a super 
Mort Phil l ips, my devoted husband, who has salesmnm. Eecertainly dida terHfie selling Job when 
SHOE by  Je f f  MacNe l ly  spoiled me for 41 yearn and has giveli me more he convinced an intelligent girl llke you to give up a 
uneondtional love, eneouragement, confidence and detent, respeetable ife of her own to hc available 
, sound sdvlee than I ever dreamed possible, when he whistles. Of course n.e won t marry you. Why 
Stanlelgh Arnold, the features editor of the San should he? He is getting the wnme snow for the price 
_ -- ~ " . . . . .  ~ - ~ ..#, ,.,=~-.~,,.,~ R,,. • Francisco Chronicle, who agreed to see this un- of the amusement tax. 
W~P ~ ~.  ~ ~,~[~'  • ~ J, ~ W~ .~u~Y LH~,. _ . ._ _ knowu, inexperience.d, i l i l lsborough hou.sewife when " , , . '  
she Impulsively |elepnoaea aim to soy, i can wHle a " v " 
I~ET I~CAN ~ l"V~£r~ ~ ~Y"I~c~,~PJT~5 _.  k k.. . . . . .  a . I - - .M,  . . . .  tk ,=. .k  . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . .  DEARABBY'lamSweetleandtmiyneevbeenkmsed. I 
- ' " "  ""~ " -  ' ~ • but when it comeS time to say gooa mgn4 all mey . . . . . .  ~ [ ~ • ' ~ Robert W. Lucns. the then.manuring editor o f  the company. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  w . . . . . . .  
~ - - - "~F-" "  ~ - -  '~ ~ Denver'Post. who offered to be my SlXtclal consul- d0iejustsay goounlg,t, rleaseie, menu =canoec0me 
• ~ ~ tant (He's now retired, but he's still my special inesistible. HOPEFUL ANN 
"~- l 'ved ns  m DEAR ANN I f  yOU ecome res i s t ib le  st 18.  ~ C j . ]  ~ ~ ~ .  ~ I "  / ~  l i  )1  ~ ~ " ~ !  who, out of friendship, me y supreme eou. : . , . 
• __  _~ . . . . . .  ~ ~r~ ~ , ~ ;  on word u ,ge  " you'll need Italics prmeetlon ay the time you reach 20. 
~ J !  ~__,,~,,:~ ~ l~e~w_~"  ; ~ / ~  .,,,.Real,;bhy'slrishRose,.wboh. b...ot ,,yo..~ion~.,~ora.go~-.!ghth':.,:.~,l,~.o: 
n l l~ l . .~ l |  ~ .~L( J  , "~, "~ ,i ~"" ' - "~k~'~. J  t~  t . . . .  ~ ~ , ~ I ~  nnlv,  m.v Io.alv secretory  hut  my cher l shed  f r l cnd  f o r ~  _ "wh ich  wou ld  meltSglscler.u'smoearly.nowever.l|. 
l l~ l l l  I 13 ~ I ~[  , , '~A '  l l ~ r ' - ' l ~ l  ~ .}b~0~4rM~q~ 25 years• Close on her heels came Mar ion Lshe you wa~.t the innocent, c ustoms.ry load.night kiN, 
:" ~ !ill I | i.i ~ '~ ' t i~aNl~ Tetley, Thyra Guafleld, then Sylvia l inger -- all still Just llold your. little cheek up, Close your eyes, Im¢l 
i l~q l~:~ -- ...., ..~ . . . . . . .  ,i.,.I~.."--"~ " ~'"~:.-.,']'-:;." "~..:.-.:.:-O~'~ /. 4.~...:~'.:~..~,. 7.,. .~ .'..'.:'~'/.....:. ,~.-:.4~. '~.O~.~.I "-.~.~"."'.'.'~" "X4~.~'~.~'4$:~i~4~:~:~'*c'`i~'~.;!~!!::~4::~!:~:!!~'~::~:~::'~::~:!~!~::~;~g~*'~4;~:~'7~7"X~:X~'~'~ "~ 
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Sealed home could be 
hazardous to health 
TORONTO (CP) - -  'of colds if there isn't tonthsofa partpes- trOlleR 
Scaling your home to save enough umidity, of formaldehyde in the air • 
on energy consuinption Purdom, ef the En- can make breathing dff: 
could be hazardous to yoar vironmental Studies In- fieulL Higher levels c~un 
health,' an American en- stituteofDrexelUniveraity lead to  nausea mud 
virnmnentalexpert warned in Philadelphia, said diarrhea. 
Thursday. asbestos, usedas insulation Purdom said that ex- 
P.W. Pordom, coauthor and firepronf'u~ in almost teriorsrade plywo~ls and 
Residents of K i t imaat Village, most wi th  their houses, 
perched along the shores of the Douglas Channel, enjoy 
another calm, ba lmy day in the northwest. 
The dubious search for love 
TORONTO (CP) --  
Those looking for love are 
not likely to find it in 
companion or personal 
adver t i sements  in 
newspapers, a survey done 
by psychology researcher 
Douglas Austrom shows. 
[na  study o{ 98 people 
who have used such ads to 
meet people, Austrom 
discovered most weren't 
very satisfied. 
"The rate of response to 
an ad was the single most 
important determinant of 
DATELINE CANADA: 
sat i s fac t ion , "  sa id  " satisfaction with the type of 
Austrom, 38, a psychology people responding and 
graduate student at York satisfaction with the 
University. number of replies they 
"The number of replies . received." 
correlated highly with The average age of those 
one's satisfaction with the surveyed was 37, with the 
phenomenon in general, highest concentration of 
'participation in the 30m 
group. For women, the 
highest concentration was 
in the 40-49 age 'group. 
Forty-six per cent of 
these who ran ads hoped to 
model may, in reality, only 
have done a few toms for 
'the local department 
s[ore." 
Austrom also questioned 
170 people who had never 
used ads about their at- 
titudes toward them. 
The results suggested 
companion or personal ads 
have not been widely ac- 
cepted as a means of 
meeting people and that 
those who advertise for a Naptha fire cause sought 
contained before many " there is "vlrtunll),' no oc- 
could-le~ave.."'""~;.---:~-', ' ' ~ ~.~(~ss to i prlva~t  land in 
Althe~h 'the fi]'b was Alberta'" and ~e " provin? 
HALIFAX (CP) -- 
Operating cost of post- 
secondary institutions 
must be reduced as much 
as possible but university 
presidents in Nova Scotia 
say they have done what 
they can. 
"We have already been 
dawn to the bone," Dr. Ken 
Ozmon, president-of St.' 
Mary's University, said 
Sunday. "Our own ad- 
ministrative costs are not 
really increasing. But the 
east of fuel has and that is 
where we are really finding 
the crunch." 
Ozmon was reacting to 
comments from Education 
Minister Terry Donahee 
who said postsecondary 
institutions must curb 
administrative costs and 
eliminate duplication of 
services. 
MONTREAL (CP) --  
Msgr. Michel Hakim of 
Lebanon declared Mon- 
ires| his new home Sunday 
and became Canada's first 
archbishop of the (]reek 
Melklte Church in a 
colorful enthronement 
ceremony. 
Formerly Lebanon's 
archbishop, Hakim was 
appointed to Canada last 
fall by Pope 'John Paul in 
recognition of Canada's 
expanding Melkite. com- 
munity, which numbers 
shoat 30,980. . ' 
The Men,reel church had 
been administered by the i
city's Roman Catholic 
archdiocese. 
.Despi~ its name, the 
congregation is .also 
composed of '  Catholics 
from Lebanon and Syria 
who began immigrating to 
Montreal in "the late leth 
century. 
• OAKVILLE, Ont. (CP) --  
Investigators for BP 
Canada Ltd. were sear- 
ohthg Monday for the muse 
of a naphtha fire Sunday al 
a nearby oil refinery, 
The fire, which was 
brought under control after 
1½ hours, caused the 
temporary evacuation of 
two nearby homes. No one 
was hurt, 
Initial ly, about 3,000 
people living near the. 
refinery were told to leave 
their homes in ease of an 
exploeion, but the fire ~vas 
quickly brought under 
control, Oakville fire oL 
ficlais said they were 
unable to extinguish the 
flames for some time. An 
unknown quantity of 
naphtha in a refinery tank 
was permitted to burn 
itself out. 
WINNIPEG (CP) --  The 
Manitoba government has 
scheduled two auctions in 
1981 for oil drilling leases 
on land with Crown-held 
mineral rights. 
Clare Moster, chief of the 
petroleant branch of the 
department of mines and 
energy, said ~he nucUons 
will be held May t3 and 
Oct. 28. -' 
Last year the petroleum 
branch sold exploration 
and drilling rights on 30,098 
hoe,acres in 88 parcels, 
earning more than $1.9 
million in three auctions. 
The leases were for periods 
of about one to five years. 
One of the drilling 
operations'resulted in a 
successful well, Moster 
said. 
EDMONTON (CP) --  
Recreation land in Alberta 
is becoming crowded but 
there isn't likely to be more 
made available from 
private sources, says 
Archie Landals, head of the 
~planulng section in the 
provincial parks and 
recreation department, 
Landals said during a 
weekend panel discussion 
clal government is doing 
little to change the 
situation. 
Dr. Guy Swinnerton, 
professor of recreational 
administration at the 
University of Alberta, said 
the province is running out 
of space for many uses, 
partlcularily because of a 
growing demand for in- 
formal activities. 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  
Merchants in  the city's 
Gastown area did a 
booming business Sunday 
with a ~5-per-cent-off party 
attended by thousands of 
'shoppers in support of a 
challenge to the provincial 
Hol iday  Shopp ing  
Regulation Act. 
A brass band marched 
through the crowded 
streets playing Never On a 
Sunday while merchants 
circulated petitions and put 
up posters inyltin8 the 
public to joln in "open de- 
fiance of BIll 56." 
About one-third of the 144 
members of the Gastown 
Merchants Association 
aopened their doors from 
noon to 5 p.m. Some ap- 
peared to be selling goods 
clearly prohibited by the 
act, while others had roped 
off sections of the stere to 
stay within the act's 225- 
squaremetre limit. 
Police said summonses 
would be issued to several 
storeowners. 
PROSTITUTF_,8 TRICK. ED 
EAST BERLIN (Renter) ma~asine. It mid the con- 
- East German women are lass,oRs of two arrested es. 
being tricked into escaping cape-helpers revealed 
! • to the West by underworld' ambJl~oms plans to stock 
figures who then force them hrothek in West Germany 
Into prostitution, says and Afr ica with un- 
Horinont, an East German suspeotin~ Young women. 
i I 
I I l l l i  I 
II 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY  
We require several sales people In the 
Terrace and Northern B.C. area. Our 
company has been operat ing In Canada 
since 1932, and Is wel l  accepted~ We 
offer excel lent  commission Income and 
the best possible ret lremerd Insurance 
program. Wri te  Box 1276, DO Terrace 
K l t lmat  Dal ly  Herald, 3010 Ka lum.  • 
I I 
find a long-term companion may be 
relationship, 29 per cent stigmatized for doing so. 
were looking for friendship "Participants...d!d not 
and shared~activities,and, .-,nec~.ssarii ~ agree the.t*. 
- 22~ per:. cent'"wanted,,:sex~ "po~le who us~companim 
partners. " " ' :  ads are loser's although 
Twenty per cent usedads they did tend to believe that 
as their last resort, 61 per they ]must be pretty 
cent used them for con- lonely," Austrom said. 
venience and 54 per Cent Only 15 per cent of those 
said they experienced surveyed had "actually 
personal diff iculty in 
meeting people. 
Austrom said women 
generally received more 
replies than men. 
averaging 26 compared 
.with 14 for men. 
Those who placed ads 
frequently described 
themselves as attractive. 
although that term usually 
didn't prompt a greater 
response, he said. They 
also tended to "stretch the 
truth" about themselves. 
"For example, a man 
who Claims to be in his mid- 
~0s may actually he 39, or a 
woman claiming to be a top 
replied to an ad and 67 per 
cent said they had never 
entertained the possibility 
of either placing or ,re- 
spending to an ad. 
Austrom found that 
companion and personal 
ads and dating services 
were the least frequently 
used methods for meeting 
people, with about 65 per 
cent of those who had used 
them being g'enera]ly dis- 
satisfied with the results. 
Preferred methods for 
meeting people were in- 
troductions by friends, 
sports, hobbies and the 
workplace.. 
II 
Scientific Bre~kthro~h 
STOPS BALDNESS 
FREE SCALP  CL IN IC  IN  TERRACE 
ON THU RSDAY,  JAN.  15 ON LY  
DON'T RESIGN ' 
YOURSELF 
Th is  In le .wnal inn~l lv  famo* lg  
e.perl Urq,~S thai VOO dO 
not re, s iq f l  youvsmlf  In  t~ ld -  
neoe un i ts  yOU a le  affe~Kly 
Ixlld Your only obliqguon 
I,q I0 yourse l f  - -  Io  free. VOtff 
mind aboui halr losS. dan- 
dfu l f ,  i l ch lnq  or othpr ec41f) 
disO~dm9 
BEFORE 
CLINICALLY TESTED AND GUARANTEED 
AMAZING DISCOVERY FOR HAIR AND SCALP 
lAid tO improve condllion of scalp] ACT NOWl 
MEN and WOMEN 
"Save Your Hai r "  
• GET THE FACTS 
If V¢llff io~hhhqln Iq "ho iw~ 
JP~,~ hP w i l l  I , , l l  V i l l i  .~  
I rmlk lV  a l 'ml l  ~"'." Of IhoRo 
h(~ i l t~f l~ l f l~  ~Ip  h(II I~Ioss 
(~lhot~J ,~P hP• l l  IP l l  V I l l i  
'.~i.~l ~ W'tletfJ w l lh  ~tlOlt 
-qP,(l ~t~ih |  IM' , fat1,  ~ lm*d 
d h.w h l l lo  l lmp And 
,,~,-,ot wd l  fw* iOq i lDOd |p  
I ' l lt  ~oIII ~4alp 1,1 ( 'nvl l l , | l l l / l  
I;~ q,i~A, ho,:tlll'~, ~Ai l  ,qK)alfl 
AFTER 
I)OK~TOR'a AMAZI~ O~¢OV1ERV FOM NAIR ANO 
SCALP OANOER SIGHS 
• nRndru f f  • |4RIf Too  ~y ~ O i ly  
• ExceSS Hair ran • Itchy Scalp 
Hlk and Scalp ~qp~:isllst will be holding fi l~ hair and 
scalp clinic at Itte Lakolea Hotel on lhurlday, Jan. I$, 
only, hefWaHin tho hDorsof2 p.m.. lind IP.m. _ .• 
AH examination• ere ~Nen in phrase, there ts no om~mmn. 
NO e19po4nlmen| needed. Ask Ihe ~ cl~fk foe Mr Blrch' l  
amtte numbe~. 
BA YARD HAIR & SCALP CUNIC'LTD 
Shawnlgan Lake, B.C. V0R 2W0 
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of a U.S. survey 'of in- 
sulaUon hazards, .told a 
seminar at the final day of 
the American Association 
for the Advancement of 
Science meeting"the do-it- 
yourself installer does not 
generally know the 
potential hazards in in- 
sulating materials." 
Some of the dangers 
include insulating a home 
too tightly, which can 
reduce the amount of 
c0~ygan which gets into the 
hanse. '
Homeowners also run the 
risk of illness or a fire ff the 
wrong kind of insulation is 
used, face a build up of 
condensation, which can 
cause b~ilding materials to 
deteriorate, if there is too 
much humidity and the risk 
hou the ~. r~e epm- 
meat bu i ]d~ built in the 
• 1960s, is the mcat hazax- 
dous type. 
He said asbestos "is sti l l  
one of the most dangerous 
causes, of air con- 
taminat]on" because fibres 
coni~ue to leak ate tbeak 
and ventilation systems of 
hundreds of buildings, 
Asbestos has been banned 
became its fibres- have 
been linked to asbestoe~, 
lung cancer, ~esothelloma 
and gastrointestinal can-  
car .  
A more emnmon prvbiem 
in homes is the use of urea- 
formaldehyde foam, which 
has beentemporar i l y '  
banned in Canada. 
The survey by Purdom 
showed that as liWe as two 
particles boards are often 
made-  with .phenol 
formaldehyde glues that' 
can leave a vapor in the 
air. Many complaints bane 
been received from owners 
o~ mobile and modular 
homes, wbteh use ma~ 
formme~de preducU~ 
Pro'dan. also said to~ 
polyurstka'es ., heets w l~.  
buru "'would make, -  
ezeeedingl)' caufleqs to 
recam~¢nd theh- '  uge,~, 
n 
L 
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IP HG'S 
If-UP 
, 1978.SUBARU BRAT @4  6295 
4 speed, radio. 
1980 THUNDERBIRD . . . . .  ; 
• . . . . . . .  . - . . . .  ' -~ / . : , : i%~.~:~.~. - , _~ =;~ ~e,41  J I M '  
- . o . • . ,  . 
1980 F AIRMONT FUTUI  . : . -  - r l i l l l  
2 door, a cy,., stereo, auto, trans. -. : /,:. :~p l~ 
1979COUGAR XR7 . . . .  ' 
2door, VO, auto., stereo, air cond., loadedwlth extras. " - :;::: .,' " ~ ' -  
• • 
• .:~ . 
1960.CAPRI 3 DOORHATCHBACK' 
6 cyl., auto. Low mileage #~1~¢1r~ 
1980 FORD L11) ' Sl1395 
Crown Victoria, ve auto, air cnnd., loaded with EXTRAS " r  
1974 FORD F2g) 
Camper Special, V8 automatic 
1680 FORD F150 4x4 
6 cy l . ,  4-Slpesd, canopy ,  10,000 km.  
Him 
$11,001) 
LOW MILEAGE RENTALS 
We kava a pod salecti0a of low idkap 
Real nits b mr immmq. Cog h m i l  pick 
m a car Bat is diM IIm aqs, Failm, 
Zq, s, eridl i Ikua . 
Terrace Totem Ford 
p 
Sales Ltd. 
.? 
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SINCE 
1938 
JANUARY 
$100,000.00 
i 
STOCK REDUCTION SALE 
LIMITED QUANTITIES 
! fi:.i.;.;: ~.. . . . . .  : 
C.G.E. 24cu.ft. side by side 
ll~iprater 
with Water & ice Dispenser: 
Reg, 2629.95 
InElis Laundry Pair 
2 speed Washer 
with matching folly 
automatic Dryer. ~18P 
Delivery - No Charge 
DEMONSTRATOR slgOP 
"1900 C.G.E. 
Potscru_bber built.in 
Dishwasher 
Talisman Royale 
10 push button 13 cycle with black acrylic door panels SJOO00 
Reg. 689.00 DEMONSTRATOR q lgg  
30" Admiral 
Range 
with Clock - Timer • Door Seal 
in Almond 
Reg. 489.00 
s44000 
ALLOTH ERAPPLIANCES DRASTICALLY REDUCED 
Delivery. No Charge 
4 p¢o. sure 
by A&P 
• Bookcase headboard 
.9 drawer dresser 
• 5 drawer chest 
- Hutch mirror 
R.95 
5 pce, Suite in Dark Pine all wood & wood veneers" 
• 5 Drawer Chest 
• 8 Drawer Dresser 
• Hutch Mirror 
• Head Board 
• Foot Board 
Reg. 1475.00 s1200 oo 
4 pce. Suite 
in Pecan Finish Arborite 
• 6 Drawer Dresser 
• 5 Drawer Chest 
• Mirror 
• Head Board $|RI~iM 
Reg. 529.95 I t~- -  
Delivery • No Charge 
CtlARGEX 
i 
CCASlONAL 
CHAIRS 
La-Z-Boy 
llocker Recliner 
in Polo Burnish Color. 
Reg. 499.95 $3~ 
Treated with Scotchgard 
Fabric Protector 
Swivel Rocker by "Comfort" 
with 100 percent nylon covering 
in "Veljay Coffee" 
.e~ ~, .  s249 = 
I AII other chairs reduced 
for substantial savings 
STANDARD 2 pc, SUN 
Beige brown 59900 
' Reg. 849.00 
2 Ke. SKLAR-PBPLAR SUIE 
In a Floral design & 100 percent nylon covering 
,e,.,o,,., 699 oo 
T.V, and STEREO 
Color TV R.C•A. 26" Console 
XL100 Chassis 
Reg. 899.00 
Color TY .CA 26" Console 
XLIO0 Chassis 
Reg. 869•00 
Vidoo Cassette RCA Vet.4S0 
Reg. 1499.00 
Cabinet Stereo 
Electrohome with 4 & 8 track 
recorder plus turntable 
Rea. 699.00 
~7P 
r/71P 
$1269 oo 
q49 oo 
2 pco. SE.AR-ffPPLAR SUITE 
in earthtone stripes 690oo 
Reg. 1199.95 
" Prices slashed on 
all other 2 & 3 poe. suites plus Hide-A-Beds 
, All our suites aretreated with 
Scotchgard Fabric Protector 
Delivery. N(J Charge 
Samsomite Folding 
' , ,~- - - -~ - Card Table $28 °° 
Samsonite Folding 
Chair $2ZWo 
Cdfu Tables T.in Door $1r 
BEDDING 
GmSE 
60" Queen Chiropractic Unit 
Reg. 540.00 
60" Queen Quiitress Floatation 
Water Bed 
Reg. 729.00 
Adjustable Bed Frame 
with Rug Rollers 
Delivery • No Charge 
s471~ 
$31 ® 
GORDON,& ANDERSON LTD, 
FURNITURE & APPL IANCES 
0rdlll Table Goldcrest Hexagon C marked) $12900 
BIlII Table Goldcrest Square $14900 
Coffee Table Pete. Finished ~0500 
(marked) 
1/3o, 
f 
II 
DELIVERY--NO CI~A R~;E 
TERRACE-REMO-- 
THORNHILL--KITIMAT 
G a. A BUDGET 
ACCOUNT ON 
APPROVED 
CREDIT 
==m=,,,a 
